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The Salishan and Shaptin

Peoples: The Kalispel, Coeur

d’Alene, Nez Perce, and

Flatheads

Two closely related Salish-speaking groups migrated into the

area just south of the Kootenai. The Kalispel settled along the

Pend Oreille River in Idaho and eastward into Montana, while

the Coeur d’Alene occupied the Spokane River valley south of

the Kalispel. Their subsistence patterns in many ways re

sembled the Kootenai, with the addition of a few local plants,

such as thimbleberries, currants, and hazelnuts. Fish was an

important source of protein for both groups, but only the

Kalispel followed the salmon runs that supported so many

Native Americans in the Columbia River basin. is

A Shaptin-speaking group, the Nez Perce, claimed the land

below the Coeur d’Alene in what is now central Idaho. Their

economic base was typical of Native American plateau cul

tures, although they also hunted bison periodically and pos

sessed more plains culture than any other tribe west of the

Continental Divide. The Nez Perce created their material needs

directly out of local resources, fashioning clothes and furniture

out of animal skins and using sheep horns for cups, bowls, and

spoons. Women made wallets and bags out of Indian hemp,

wove baskets out of cedar root, and prized elk's teeth as

ornamentation. 16

The easternmost of all the Salishan peoples were the Flatheads,

whose name originated from the particular gesture used to

indicate their name in local sign language. Before about 1600,

the Flatheads lived in the Three Forks area in Southwestern

Montana, subsisting on roots, berries, fish, and small game for

most of the year. Similar to their close allies, the Nez Perce,

they incorporated aspects of plains culture into their economy

and sometimes migrated as far east as the Big Horn Mountains

in pursuit of bison. After the Shoshonis and, later, the Black

feet moved into the area, however, the Flatheads retreated into

the mountains and resided in the Bitterroot Valley of west

central Montana. 17

The Flatheads continued to journey occasionally to the plains

for bison until the mid-1800's, but the threat of enemies forced

them to stay in the mountains more and rely increasingly on a

foraging economy. In addition to the root gathering typical of

neighboring groups, women dug sunflower roots and collected

sunflower seeds. Men hunted deer and elk and trapped many

smaller animals, including otter, lynx, marten, muskrat, and

marmot. They also caught many fish using hooks made from

bone. Is
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encountered stiff resistance from tribes further south that desper

ately wanted to prevent Native Americans in the Northern Re

gion from getting guns and trade goods. The Spanish retreated to

their base in St. Louis shortly before 1800 and probably never

ventured much beyond the Mandan villages. They may not have

actually penetrated the region, but they brought back to European

settlements some of the first reports of its geography, its native

peoples, and its resources. 37

The Lewis and Clark In 1801, Thomas Jefferson became president. The United States

Expedition by then had become a serious contender in the international

competition for the control of the Northwest Territory. For many

years, Jefferson had been interested in the West, both as an object

of his scientific curiosity and as a likely outlet for his dreams of

national expansion. He began planning an exploratory journey to

the Pacific Ocean shortly after his inauguration. Because it was 2

years before the United States owned the Louisiana territory,

Jefferson tried to keep the mission a secret to avoid trouble with

Spain. He wanted to confirm U.S. claims to the Pacific North

west and to investigate the presence of European rivals through

out the West. He also was interested in learning about resources,

especially beaver populations. Beavers were quickly becoming

the mainstay of the fur trade because of their fur's popularity

among the more affluent Europeans. *

President Jefferson asked his private secretary and fellow Virgin

ian, Meriwether Lewis, to lead the undertaking. Lewis agreed,

but he insisted that William Clark, the youngest brother of the

Revolutionary War hero George Rogers Clark, be appointed

cocaptain and share authority equally. Lewis, Clark, a regular

crew of 30, and an auxiliary crew of 16 trained for the journey in

the winter of 1803–4. By this time, American claims to the

Pacific Northwest had been substantially improved by the Louisi

ana Purchase of 1803. Lewis and Clark departed from St. Louis

in the spring of 1804, rowing, poling, and pulling a 50-foot

keelboat and two smaller pirogues about 10 miles a day up the

Missouri River. 39

The explorers spent the first winter at the Mandan villages. When

western Native Americans came to trade with the Mandans,

Lewis and Clark questioned them carefully about the geography

that lay ahead. They also spent considerable time trying to

discourage warfare among the tribes in the upper Missouri coun

try to ensure the peaceful passage of the vessels up and down the

Missouri for the fur trade they hoped would follow. Toussaint

Charbonneau of France was hired to serve as an interpreter to

help deal with the Native Americans they would encounter.

Charbonneau's Shoshoni wife, Sacajawea, later proved invaluable

to the expedition as a guide and as a mediator with her people. 40
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When spring arrived, the auxiliary crew, having transported

supplies only as far as the Mandan villages, floated the keelboat

back to St. Louis. The rest headed upstream to complete the

most difficult and unfamiliar part of the voyage. Within several

weeks, the expedition reached the eastern edge of the Northern

Region. In early June, Lewis and Clark noticed a major river

entering the Missouri. They had arrived at the mouth of the

Marias River; it was so full of spring runoff that it was difficult

to determine which was the tributary and which was the Mis

souri. After several days of investigation, Lewis and Clark

correctly chose the Missouri and thus avoided spending the

winter in unfamiliar mountains. 4.

Continuing up the Missouri, the explorers eventually encoun

tered Great Falls, where the city by that name now stands. It

took a month of hard labor to portage around the falls before

they finally entered the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. At

this point, Lewis and Clark desperately hoped to find the

Shoshonis to trade for horses to carry themselves and their

cargo across the mountains. Near the end of July 1805, they

came to the Three Forks area, where the Jefferson, Madison,

and Gallatin Rivers join to create the Missouri. They then

headed up the Jefferson, crossing the Continental Divide in

mid-August. 42

Once on the western side of the mountains, the party followed

the Lemhi River downstream and finally located the Shoshonis.

After a joyful reunion between Sacajawea and her family,

Lewis and Clark obtained the needed horses. The Shoshonis

directed the expedition northward into Montana’s Bitterroot

Valley. There they encountered cooperative Flatheads, who

advised the expedition on how to get through the mountains

ahead. The route suggested by the Flatheads followed the

Bitterroot River to where Lolo Creek enters it and then crossed

...the rugged Bitterroot Mountains through Lolo Pass. 43

The scarcity of game and the rush to beat the winter snows

made this the most difficult stretch of the journey. The expedi

tion reached the Clearwater River Valley in late September and

met some friendly Nez Perce, who helped build boats for the

remainder of the trip and kept the expedition’s horses until its

return. The explorers then floated down the Clearwater, into the

Snake, and finally into the Columbia River, arriving at the

Pacific coast in November 1805. 44
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The Missionaries

The Mining Boom

The next significant group to enter the region was searching

for souls rather than pelts. Missionaries played a role in the

development of the area that was disproportional to their

actual numbers. They were the first to practice agriculture, and

their promotional activities encouraged later settlement. In

1836, the Methodists sent Henry and Eliza Spalding to pros

elytize among Native Americans. The husband-and-wife team

set up a school and mission at Lapwai in Nez Perce country,

10 miles above the confluence of the Snake and Clearwater

Rivers. 21

Several years later, the Jesuits joined the effort; Bishop Rosati

of St. Louis sent Belgian-born Father Pierre-Jean DeSmet into

the West. Father DeSmet accompanied an American Fur

Company caravan to the 1840 rendezvous. A delegation of

Flatheads and Nez Perce met him there and took him into the

Three Forks area. That winter, Father DeSmet returned to the

East to raise funds, but he returned to the Rocky Mountains in

the spring of 1841 to establish St. Mary’s Mission in the

Bitterroot Valley. The following year, another Jesuit, Father

Nicholas Point, set up a mission on the St. Joe River near St.

Maries, Idaho. 22 In the mid-1850’s, Mormon settlers from

Utah started expanding northward into the upper Snake Val

ley. 23

It was the lure of precious minerals that enticed the next big

wave of settlement into the region. The West’s first major gold

strike in California in the late 1840's suggested that there might

be gold throughout the Rocky Mountains. After the best finds of

the California rush had played out, many prospectors, sometimes

called “rainbow chasers” moved on and searched ranges

throughout the West in pursuit of the valuable yellow metal. 2.

In the late 1840's and throughout the 1850's, rumors of gold

finds by Father DeSmet and by fur trappers, such as John

Silverthorne and Francois Finlay, circulated within parts of the

region. But the first documented discovery in the region was by

James Stuart, his brother Granville, and Reece Anderson. While

the trio was returning from prospecting in California, Granville

became very ill, and the men had to stop for a time. While

waiting for Granville's recovery, Reece and James prospected

Gold Creek in Deer Lodge Valley and, on May 2, 1858, found

about 10 cents worth of gold. After a slow start, the Stuarts and

a few others began working the area in 1862. A small settlement,

American Fork, grew up around the diggings, but success was

limited. 2s
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The first “rush” to the region came in 1860. A party of about a

dozen miners led by Elias Davidson Pierce, a former trader to

the Nez Perce at Lapwai, found gold approximately 25 miles

from the mouth of the Clearwater River. Wilbur Fisk Bassett

made the initial discovery around October 1, in Canal Gulch,

just above its confluence with Orofino Creek. A stampede of

prospectors had descended on the area by the following spring,

with camps appearing in places such as Orofino and Pierce

City. Before long, the Clearwater mines were sending out

$100,000 in gold every month. *

After the best Clearwater sites were preempted, many prospec

tors scattered out to promising streams nearby. One party

moved south to the upper south fork of the Clearwater. There,

they found a large and rich deposit of gold at a depth of 2 to 3

feet, and a camp named Elk City was soon laid out close to the

diggings. Others departing the Clearwater mines ended up

approximately 110 miles southeast of Lewiston, Idaho, where

they discovered gold in the Salmon River Valley. Deposits

proved especially valuable, and before long, the new town of

Florence had a surplus of miners. z.

Some prospectors drifted far to the south into the Boise River

Valley. Moses Splawn, for example, had heard from a Native

American in the Clearwater and Salmon River mines about

gold deposits in a basin to the south. He led a group into the

area, and one member, Dave Fogus, struck color in the fall of

1862. The rush was in full swing by the following year, and the

settlements of Idaho City (first called Bannock), Placerville,

Hogem (first called Pioneer), Centerville, and Buena Vista,

Idaho, emerged. *

The discovery of gold in the Beaverhead River Valley in 1862

extended the mining frontier into Montana. John White was

leading a group of Idaho-bound prospectors in search of a route

through the rugged Bitterroot Mountains when he struck pay

dirt near Grasshopper Creek on July 28. Soon, 500 people

flooded into a rough new settlement named Bannock City and

staked out claims before snow fell that winter. Silver was also

unearthed, and soon a smelter was in operation.” The best gold

claims in Bannock City were soon taken, and miners fanned out

in several directions. For example, clusters of diggings ap

peared along Horse Prairie Creek, 15 miles west of Bannock

City, and along Prickly Pear Creek to the north.

Those deposits, however, paled before the strikes in May 1863,

70 miles east of Bannock City at Alder Gulch. A party under

the leadership of James Stuart had set out to investigate mining

possibilities in the Yellowstone Valley. Several members,
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however, missed a rendezvous with the main group and were

turned back by Crows. 30 The discouraged men had little choice

but to return to Bannock City. On their way, in late May 1863,

they passed through the Gallatin and Madison Valleys and

prospected while encamped near the Madison-Jefferson divide.

The first pan brought in $2.40 worth of gold, and the men real

ized that they had uncovered a major strike. Soon, more than

10,000 people populated mining districts such as Summit, High

land, Junction, Fairweather, and Pine Grove. Alder Gulch

eventually became one of the West's most valuable and colorful

gold camps. 3.

Elk City, Idaho mining camp

during the gold rush of the 1880's.

Like most other rushes, more miners arrived in Alder Gulch

than could be accommodated, so many ventured out in search

of new bonanzas. One group, sometimes called the Four Geor

gians, first tried the Kootenai River area. After failing there,

they drifted north, but still had no luck. Finally, in July 1864,

they unearthed significant deposits at a place they appropriately

named Last Chance Gulch. It ultimately became the most

lucrative mining district in Montana aside from Alder Gulch,

producing more than $19 million in gold over its first 4 years

of operation. A lively mining camp named Helena emerged

around the diggings and later became a commercial center and

the capital of Montana. 32 A short time later, the third most

important mining district in Montana was born. Late in the

summer of 1864, prospectors struck pay dirt in the Big Belt

Mountains east of Helena. A rush ensued in 1865 into what

was named Confederate Gulch. Diamond City arose near the

mines and, for a time, became perhaps Montana's most spec

tacular boomtown. 33
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The last major rush occurred in the Black Hills of western South

Dakota. Rumors of gold finds in the area had abounded for

years, but most prospectors chose to work other fields in the west

of the State because the Dakota Sioux, who controlled the Black

Hills by treaty, successfully kept most intruders out until about

the mid-1870’s. By that time, however, most rushes had ventured

out and mines had come under the control of eastern venture

capitalists, leaving little opportunity for the rainbow chasers.

Thousands of prospectors thus turned to the Black Hills in hopes

of realizing the dreams of riches that had so far eluded them. ”

Finding it increasingly difficult to contain the miners and hoping

to disprove rumors of gold, the military in 1874 send an expedi

tion under General George A. Custer to investigate. The soldiers

confirmed the presence of gold, and the invasion of prospectors

intensified. Throughout the summer of 1875, troops removed

violators, but more always moved in. Eventually, the military

gave up trying to control the miners, and the Government,

instead, removed the Sioux and tried to buy the Black Hills from

them. By the fall, approximately 15,000 people had arrived,

mostly concentrated in the French Creek area and in a new

settlement named Custer City. Additional discoveries that winter

sent many streaming north into Deadwood Gulch, where the

West’s most unrestrained frontier town, Deadwood, came to life

in 1876. 35

Although few people exploited them until at least a decade later,

other metals such as silver, copper, lead, and zinc also were

found frequently in the mountainous portions of the region.

Silver appeared as early as 1862, but the first major discovery of

silver-bearing quartz ledges was in the fall of 1863 by R.H.

Wade in Idaho’s Whiskey Gulch. The diggings proved substan

tial enough that Silver City soon emerged to serve mines in the

War Eagle and Florida Mountains. 36 A second big silver lode

was uncovered at Argenta, Montana, in 1864. Two years later,

Samuel Hauser of Helena invested in the area's first smelter to

process the silver ore. 37

In subsequent years, mining in the region continued to grow and

expand, and a wide variety of metals were found and used. The

Philipsburg, Montana, area, for example, witnessed the produc

tion not only of gold and silver, but also of lead and manganese

in the Cable, Southern Cross, Black Pine, and Granite Mountain

mines. A number of gold-silver-lead communities appeared;

copper eventually provided the fortunes behind the famous wars

among Montana's "Copper Kings" William Clark, Marcus

Daley, and F. Augustus Heinz. as

Mining techniques, and mining's impact on the environment,

changed over the years. Simple placer mining dominated gold
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The region was now fully incorporated into the United States.

For the foreseeable future, American political institutions and

attitudes toward resource development would govern the

region and determine its fate. As these Northwest States en

tered the Union, Americans began to realize that the great

frontier had ceased to exist. The minerals, timber, wildlife,

waterways, and virgin lands that the frontier had always held in

a seemingly unlimited supply were being rapidly depleted. This

new consciousness impelled Congress to enact the Forest

Reserve Act in 1891, the year after the admission of Montana,

Idaho, and the Dakotas as States of the Union. Although they

did not know it at the time, the Forest Reserve Act would affect

the future of Northern Region citizens almost as much as

would statehood.
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Forests and Forestry

in the Northern Region

Golden Harvest

Chapter 3

Early travelers in the northern Rocky Mountains encountered

great forests of conifers as they probed the headwaters of the

Missouri River and sought usable passes across the Continental

Divide to the Columbia River system. In the canyons and on

the mountain slopes, old-growth white pine, Englemann

spruce, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, larch, and cedar grew in

fine stands of commercial quantity and quality. Indeed, the

western third of the region that was to become Montana and the

northern part of Idaho abounded in these choice species. But

this area was remote, isolated, and largely unsettled, with

no roads and few trails. The northern winters were long and

severe, making survival difficult. Periodic destructive fires

seemed to be a regular feature of the forests, and the region was

home to numerous well-organized Indian tribes, including the

warlike and powerful Sioux. 1

Wandering prospectors discovered gold in western Montana's

Alder Gulch in 1863. The yellow metal has a way of attracting

people, and soon the territory was teeming with gold-seekers

and others who were certain they would become rich. By 1865,

10,000 people lived or camped in Virginia City, and miners

produced about $30 million in Alder Gulch alone during the

first 3 years. Prospectors reported rich finds in other streams

and canyons, and as a result the population boomed and new

towns appeared almost overnight. Montana City, Jefferson

City, and Helena (site of Last Chance Gulch) all were impor

tant boomtowns. 2

This sudden population growth led to a great demand for

timber and lumber of all types. A.M. Holter, from the Pike's

Peak area in Colorado, was among the first on the scene to help

meet the great demand for lumber—and to make handsome

profits for himself. He and a partner bought a secondhand

sawmill and arrived in Virginia City in December 1863. 3

While assembling the mill, Holter discovered that several parts

were missing, especially belting and gears. To compensate, he

constructed a device for moving the log carriage back and

forth, later known as a “rope feed,” and made belts out of

untanned ox hide and later from canvas. Despite his difficul

ties, Holter completed the mill and began production in the

spring of 1864.

The mill was initially a water-powered, sash-saw outfit that cut

about 5,000 board feet per day. Once the mill was operating

smoothly, Holter opened a lumber yard in Nevada City, where

he sold flume lumber for $140 per thousand board feet and

building lumber for $125. Later, he opened a yard in

Helena; here, too, the demand was greater than the supply, and

 





As in earlier grants, the land was to be surveyed, with alternate

sections (checkerboard fashion) going to the Northern Pacific

and the other sections being retained by the Government. To

compensate for land previously homesteaded, preempted, or in

Indian reservations, Congress set aside an additional 10 miles on

each side of the right-of-way for the Northern Pacific. Still later,

Congress authorized more “in lieu” land certificates, which

enabled the railroad to acquire lands beyond even these princely

boundaries. Eventually, the Northern Pacific acquired about 44

million acres of land, of which 17 million lay in Montana Terri

tory and perhaps 3 million in northern Idaho. 7

But the proposed transcontinental was slow in becoming reality.

Graft and internal rivalry delayed the initial construction, and the

Panic of 1873 forced the banking firm of Jay Cooke (which had

become the principal owner) and the Northern Pacific into bank

ruptcy. Not until after its reorganization in 1875 did the North

ern Pacific resume building the mainline westward under the

leadership of Frederick Billings, the president of the railroad. In

1881, Henry Villard, who had large interests in the Pacific

Northwest, displaced Billings as president and pushed construc

tion rapidly from both east and west until the line was com

pleted. The last spike was driven in September 1883 at Gold

Gulch, Montana. What was to become Region 1 had its first

transcontinental railroad. 8

During the same years, a group of Mormon investors headed by a

son of Brigham Young organized the Utah and Northern Rail

road to connect Ogden, on the Union Pacific, with the gold field

near Butte, Montana. It was initially a 3-foot, narrow-gauge line,

which struggled northward slowly, but construction ceased

during the Panic of 1873, to be reorganized later by Union Pacific

investors. The Utah and Northern built across eastern Idaho and

reached Butte in December 1881. A short line from Garrison to

Butte provided a connection with the Northern Pacific and an

alternate route for shippers. *

A second transcontinental line went through the northern Rocky

Mountains just south of the Canadian border. In St. Paul, Minne

sota, James J. Hill and associates acquired the St. Paul and

Pacific Railroad, which was described as “two streaks of rust and

a land grant.” Hill reorganized the St. Paul and Pacific and

formed a new corporation—the St. Paul, Minneapolis and

Manitoba Railroad, known as the "Manitoba." He pushed

construction north and west, reaching the Canadian border with

one branch and thrusting through Dakota Territory via Devil's

Lake and Minot on what was to become the main line. Consoli

dating his holdings into the Great Northern Railway in 1889, Hill
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Early Sawmills and Lumber

Entrepreneurs

built rapidly into Montana, keeping well to the north of the North

ern Pacific. The discovery of Marias Pass (just south of present

day Glacier National Park) at an elevation of only 5,200 feet

allowed for a direct route to Puget Sound at Everett, Washington,

via Kalispell, Bonner's Ferry, and Spokane. Hill also constructed

a branch line (the Montana Central) from Assiniboine through

Great Falls to Helena and Butte.

The Great Northern was a well-constructed and well-run railroad;

at once, it offered serious competition to the Northern Pacific.

Known as the “Empire Builder,” Hill was an aggressive and hard

driving executive who, according to contemporaries, “hated the

sight of an empty freight car.” To encourage industry and farm

ing, he reduced rates on eastbound traffic, which forced the

Northern Pacific to follow suit. The completion of the railroad

network in the late 19th century provided the transportation and

communication facilities needed for the forest products industry in

the northern Rocky Mountains to thrive and grow. 10

The transcontinentals opened up the region for new and experi

enced lumber operators. Branch lines brought logs to the mills by

rail, and the finished lumber could be shipped both east and west

on the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern. The railroads also

were great consumers of forest products. The need for ties, tim

bers, pilings, and lumber for constructing company structures, in

addition to thousands of cords of wood to fuel the locomotives,

caused many small sawmills to spring up along the route to supply

the rail giants. Some sawmill owners negotiated contracts with the

Northern Pacific or Great Northern and concentrated on making

ties alone. It was estimated that the original 4,000 miles of con

struction had required more than 10 million ties. Thus the railroads

alone provided a never-ending demand for timber and lumber of all

types. 11

Col. Henry C. Merriam built one of the earliest commercial-type

sawmills at Ft. Sherman (first called Coeur d’Alene) in 1878. It

was described as a small circular saw outfit with a steam power

plant. The mill cut lumber for Army barracks, assembly and

mess halls, a steamboat, and at least one school in the area. The

commanding officer later added a shingle mill and a planing mill

to make the Ft. Sherman mill a complete finished-lumber manu

facturing plant. 12

Two years later, Frederick W. Post built the first general-purpose

sawmill at Post Falls, Idaho. This was a water-powered mill

with a sash saw operating in a wooden frame. Post later re

placed this with a circular saw and a steam powerplant. Shortly

afterward, his nephew built a second mill at Rathdrum, and

Glassford T. Hawley built a steam-driven mill at Coeur d’Alene.
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The discovery of gold on Prichard Creek brought several short

lived boomtowns and new sawmills into operation. From 1880

to 1900, some 79 sawmills cut lumber for varying lengths of

time, some for only a few months. The Ft. Sherman mill ran

continuously until the fort was decommissioned in 1898. The

Post Falls mill continued to operate until after the turn of the

century. 13

In Montana, successors to the pioneering Holter built steam

powered mills equipped with circular saws to supply the growing

needs of Helena, Butte, and Missoula. Around 1881, the firm of,

Eddy, Hammond and Company built or bought a number of small,

sawmills strategically located to meet the lumber needs of the

Northern Pacific as it built through western Montana. This com

pany secured an agreement with the railroad to supply it with all

sorts of provisions, including clothing, blankets, and food staples,

as well as ties, timbers, and building lumber. According to one

writer, the company did about $180,000 of business in 1880, and 2

years later, the gross income rose to $450,000. In 1884, the

company built a new and larger mill at Bonner (just east of

Missoula) and consolidated its holdings under the name of the

Montana Improvement Company. This became the largest sawmill

operation in the territory. 14

The history of sawmilling throughout much of the United States

has been that smaller mills gave way to larger mills, and then

great entrepreneurs consolidated their holdings into diversified

corporations. The lumber story in Idaho and Montana followed

this pattern. In 1900, Frederick Weyerhaeuser became interested in

the white pine, spruce, and Douglas-fir in northern Idaho.

Weyerhaeuser, who was already the largest lumber manufacturer

in Minnesota, had startled the lumber world with the purchase of

900,000 acres of timberland in the Washington-Oregon region

using Northern Pacific script. In the same year, again using North

ern Pacific script, he had agents survey and file for 40,000 acres

of white pine lands on the upper reaches of the Clearwater River.

Farther north, Weyerhaeuser and associates purchased lands in the

Pend Oreille-Kootenai area and on the headwaters of the St. Joe

River. On these holdings, the group organized the Edward

Rutledge Timber Company, the Clearwater Timber Company, the

Potlatch Lumber Company, the Bonner's Ferry Lumber Company,

and the Humbird Lumber Company. Each of these was among the

larger lumber manufacturers in Idaho, capable of producing 50 to

70 million board feet of finished lumber per year. Later (around

1930), Weyerhaeuser and his associates merged their holdings into

a single corporation, Potlatch Forests, Inc. Thus consolidated, the

Weyerhaeuser interests were by far the largest lumber manufactur

ers in Idaho. 15
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Harvesting the Timber

Worker greasing the log chute,

Meadow Creek, Pend Oreille

National Forest (Idaho) in 1923.

In Montana, large and small sawmillers had supplied the Anaconda

Copper Mining Company with great quantities of fuel wood for

the smelters and timber for the mines. About 1900, Marcus Daly,

Anaconda president, began to buy large tracts of timberland until

the company owned more than 1.1 million acres. Then, in 1905,

he purchased the Montana Improvement Company with all of its

lands and resources and organized it as the "lumber division" of

the Anaconda Corporation. In the next decade, Anaconda cut

nearly one-half of the total timber cut in Montana. 16

Most lumber entrepreneurs came to the Northern Region from

the East and the Lake States, they sought to use the streams and

the rivers in the same way they used them in the East. The

streams in Idaho and western Montana were too swift and the

course of the water too precipitous and violent for such use.

Logs sent down the creeks smashed against rocks and each

other, producing a “brooming effect” that greatly reduced the

value of the logs and resulting lumber. The terrain was often too

steep for railroads, and a horse or mule was soon worn out drag

ging logs up and down the mountainous slopes. 17

To get the valuable white pine and other desired species out of

the forests, loggers developed chutes and flumes to carry the logs

down the mountainside. A chute was a trough made of timbers

(usually of cheaper wood) in a shallow —V— shape. Side chutes

extended like fingers to each cutting area and ran into the main

chute, where workers rolled or skidded the logs into line. Workers

used grease to speed the logs and sand to slow them down. On

portions of the chute, such “gravity” was not sufficient to keep

the logs moving, so horses or mules on a towpath pulled the logs

along. At the end of the chute was a landing where the logs were

yarded for loading on logging train flatcars or were made into

rafts and sent down a navigable river. Sometimes a chute met a

flume.

Chuting was an uncertain and dangerous operation. Runaway

logs might jump the chute and kill or injure the workers along

side. There were several hundred miles of chutes in the Coeur

d’Alene area alone, and other companies in Idaho and western

Montana used the same techniques. is

A flume was a larger, more elaborate structure and required a head

of water. The flume was also in a–V— shape but was larger

and deeper, with 1-inch boards forming the inner facing and

overlapping to hold water. A dam would be constructed at the

head of the flume and often an auxiliary dam along its course.

Apparently, flumes generally followed the route of a creek and

emptied into a larger river or stream. Workers assembled the logs

 



and opened the gates of the dam, and down the mountainside

went the logs, with a great rush of water and anything that got

in the path. When the water ran out, they closed the gates, and

no more logs were put into the flume at that time. Stories were

told of men and animals going down the flume, but it was

always a risky and dangerous stunt. One worker recalled that

an escaped convict who had been hiding in a logging camp

was recaptured but escaped again by leaping into the flume and

going downstream on a crest of water. Apparently, he made his

escape. 19

The Beaver Creek Flume was a late (1930) addition to the

logging resources of Potlatch Forest, Inc. It was similar to

flumes built soon after the turn of the century. It was about 20

miles in length and emptied into the North Fork of the

Clearwater River. In its 15 years of use, the Beaver Creek

Flume carried more than 170 million feet of logs (mostly white

pine) down to the mill. 20

Where they could be operated profitably, mill owners built

logging railroads that connected with the transcontinentals or

their branches. The Weyerhaeuser interests built a shortline

railway called the Washington, Idaho and Montana (WIM),

which ran from just inside the Washington State boundary to

Potlatch and Bovil, passing a number of way stations bearing

such academic names as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and other

colleges. The WIM doubled as a logging road, bringing logs to

the Potlatch mills and transporting finished lumber to the

transcontinental terminals. 2.

Most of the larger lumber companies had logging railroads,

some of which held charters as common carriers. The Ana

conda Copper Mining Company ran the Big Blackfoot Mid

land Railroad west from Anaconda and also a logging road out

of Bonner. The Edward Rutledge Timber Company built an

“Incline Railroad” in the St. Maries River area, which rose

about 1,000 feet on a 70-percent grade with compensating

engines. With this unusual transportation, the company was

able to harvest more than 200 million feet of lumber damaged

by fire. The Ohio Match Company built the “Burnt Cabin

Railroad,” which ran over a spectacular mountain range to

transport timber purchased from the Coeur d’Alene National

Forest. Most of these roads used small-geared locomotives,

such as the Shay or Heisler, which could thresh their way up a

steep grade—slowly and noisily—but economically and de

pendably. ”
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and extinguished them by prompt action. The situation was

potentially so dangerous that President William Howard Taft

had authorized the use of the Army as firefighters in the

northern Rocky Mountains. Then on August 20, the wind

rose to gale strength and little fires turned into big ones:

For two days the wind blew a gale from the southwest.

All along the line, from north of the Canadian boundary

south to the Salmon, the gale blew. Little fires picked up

into big ones. Fire lines which had been held for days

melted away under the fierce blast. The sky turned a

ghastly yellow, and at four o'clock it was black dark

ahead of the advancing flames. . . . [T]he air felt electric

as though the whole world was ready to go up on spon

taneous combustion. The heat of the fire and the great

masses of flaming gas created great whirlwinds which

mowed down swaths of trees in advance of the flames 42

Firefighting brigades found themselves surrounded and some

times overwhelmed. So great was the disaster that trains were

crowded with refugees fleeing the region. The fires continued

until a general rain on August 31 brought the situation under

control. An accounting showed that 80 firefighters and

dozens of settlers died as victims of the rampaging flames.

More than 3 million acres of timber were destroyed, and

smoke had darkened the skies as far away as Denver and

Kansas City. The fire had burned out many sawmills and

villages and destroyed about one-half of the town of Wallace.

Scars of the 1910 fire remained visible a generation later. 43

Greeley himself spent many days on the fire line, plugging

weak spots and arranging relief for exhausted rangers. With

approval from the executive officers, Greeley even pressed

men from the construction crews of the Northern Pacific and

Great Northern into the struggle to contain the holocaust. “

The 1910 fire hastened steps to coordinate and expand the fire

prevention facilities of the region. Greeley actively encour

aged timber owners to organize a formal body, and they

established the Northern Montana Forestry Association to

provide protection for more than a million acres of industrial

timberland outside the national forests. The State of Montana

had created a State Forestry Board in 1908 and appointed

Charles W. Juneberg as the State Forester. He supervised some

200,000 acres of State land and was directed to cooperate with

the Forest Service and private landowners. In Idaho, timber

owners organized the Western Forestry and Conservation

Association in 1909. The 1910 fire generated new members
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Burned-over area, St. Joe National Forest.

Photo by J. B. Halm (Idaho Panhandle

National Forest).

and new funds for these organizations and associations. One

lumber company official explained the necessity for cooperation

succinctly and simply: “[I]f the fire wasn't on my land it soon

would be if I didn’t put it out.” “s

The next year, Congress passed the Weeks Law, which provided

Federal matching funds for States that established effective State

organizations to protect their forests from fire. The great fire of

1910 provided an imperative incentive for Federal, State, and

industry agencies to band together to fight the constant fire

menace in the Northwest. 46

The famous Ballinger-Pinchot controversy in Washington, D.C.,

resulted in the removal (1910) of Pinchot as Chief of the Forest

Service and the appointment of Henry S. Graves, Dean of the

Yale Forestry School, as his successor. Graves supported the

first Chief's position favoring Federal regulation of the cutting

practices on industrial forest land. But Graves was not a cru

sader like Pinchot, he pursued his goals in a more quiet and

diplomatic way. In 1911, Graves brought Bill Greeley from the

Northern Region to Washington to be his assistant and serve as

the head of the Office of Forest Management. Here Greeley had

charge of the administration of the Weeks Law (which he helped

push to enactment) and could test his own belief that coopera

tion and education would produce more and better forests than

strong-armed Federal regulation. 47
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Other Tasks of

Resource Management

The need for sound timber marking rules for each forest type

within the Northern Region affected how timber appraisals

were prepared and whether a positive appraised price was

justified. A timber appraisal study by Albert Wiener (1982)

recited the example from Region 1 set by forest examiner

Donald R. Brewster in 1915. Brewster recommended that

white pine be clearcut in mature stands and shelterwood cut in

immature stands. The average logging costs for this type in

that year were $6.44 per thousand board feet. The larch/

Douglas-fir type averaged $4.33 per thousand board feet. *

Given an average stumpage price of $1.83 per thousand board

feet in the region that year, the logger would have lost $2.11

per thousand on the harvest.

Elers Koch made his first timber sale on the Bitterroot to an

Idaho outfit competing with the Anaconda Copper Mining

Company, (but soon bought out by Anaconda). The timber was

marked by the selection method; the mature ponderosa pines—

the ones with the wide bark plates and the thinning crowns—

were selected, and the thrifty growing trees (that is, those with

the black bark and the thick crowns) were saved for a later

harvest. Despite the purchasers’ dislike for the practice,

timber cuts required that slash be piled and burned. Koch

visited the sale area 45 years later and the stand there indicated

that the original timber marking was wisely done. 3. He said:

I always figured that if the Forest Service did a good job

without fear or favor, opened up the country with trails,

administered our timber sales and grazing permits

fairly, kept down the forest fires, and made a good

showing in efficiency and economy, the works would

speak for themselves to

In 1907 and 1908, the Milwaukee Railroad was being built

through the Lolo National Forest, requiring rights-of-way,

permits for building construction, timber sales, and other

activities. The fires associated with the right-of-way clearing

became a greater hazard in 1908 because of considerably

reduced rainfall. Firefighting thus became a larger task for the

Forest Service.

Reforestation by tree planting was always a minor activity, for

most stands were reforested by natural seeding following

selective cutting. Planting did become important, however.

Koch established Savenac Nursery at Haugen, Montana, while

he was supervisor of the Lolo National Forest. For a time,

Savenac was the largest Forest Service nursery in operation. It

produced from 2 to 7 million seedlings a year for more than 35

years. 41
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Controlling Wildfire

Artificial reforestation in the Northern Region was generally

unsuccessful during this period. For example, on one district

of the Gallatin National Forest, a ponderosa pine plantation, a

Douglas-fir plantation, and a Douglas-fir/ponderosa pine mixed

plantation were all seeded in 1913, but there were negative

results because of poor seed stock, shallow soil, and inappro

priate elevation. The Gallatin did not attempt seeding again

until 1935, when it experienced only modest results. 42

During the early days of Region 1, there were also negligible

results in insect and disease control. Koch recalled an incident

in which an infestation of bark beetles in central Montana was

fought by removing and burning the dead trees. When Koch

realized they were losing the battle against the beetle, the Forest

Service withdrew from the field and let the infestation run its

COurSC.

The historical records of Montana and northern Idaho are replete

with references to large and damaging fires. Lewis and Clark

reported burned-over areas; they noted that the Native Americans

sometimes set fire to tree crowns as “fireworks.” Col. Edgar T.

Ensign said, in his 1888 Report on the Forests of North America,

that in the Montana Territory, “The destruction by forest fires is

almost beyond computation. . . .” 43

Although the “Use Book” of 1907 advised that less that one-third

of 1 percent of the total area of the national forests had been

burned over, events in the Northern Region disproved that vital

statistic. According to Koch, there are two parts of the year for a

forester on the national forests of western Montana and northern

Idaho-the forest fire season (early July until September rains)

and the rest of the year. The “really bad fire years” in the North

ern Region were 1910, 1914, 1917, 1925, 1926, 1929, 1931, and

1934, according to Koch. For sheer destructiveness, the fires of

1910 were the worst—a”complete defeat for the newly organized

Forest Service force.” John F. Preston remembered that, as late as

February 1911, he found snags still smoking, sticking up through

5 feet of snow on the Stillwater burn. The economic loss in

Region 1 was staggering—estimated at 6 billion board feet of

timber with a value of $20 million. 44

Although stories of forest firefighting in the early days indicate

that the work was all done with saw, pick, and shovel, this was

not the case. Gasolin-fueled water pumps and hose were avail

able and were used in certain situations. Getting a firefighting

crew together was difficult. Streets, saloons, and freight trains

were the sources of most of the firefighters, and “we always

expected most of them to be drunk,” said Koch. John S. Baird
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Livestock Use: Encouraged,

but Regulated

recalled being pulled from timber reconnaissance in July 25,

1910, to head up a fire crew. He was laced in charge of 40

men to control a fire near Borax, on the Wallace branch of the

Northern Pacific Railroad, but their best was not good enough,

he said later. The supervisor's meeting in Missoula during the

week of January 22, 1912, John F. Preston remembered, was

devoted to fire protection. as

Fires continued to plague the region, with each forester having a

“most memorable” fire. Koch (who was Assistant Regional

Forester and Chief of the Division of Timber Management from

1921 until his retirement in 1943) remembers the Lochsa River

Fire of 1929 as one of his longest, most hard fought campaigns

in an inaccessible primitive region. Firefighters reached the site

on August 2, when it covered only 3/4 acres. A wind arose in

mid-afternoon and blew the fire across the line. A lookout

called for reinforcements. By 7:00 a.m. the next day, 9 men

were working the fire. By August 7, 50 had been called in, and

by the 13th, the crew was forced to flee downstream to the fire

camp at the mouth of Bald Mountain. No progress was made

during the next week. By the 21st, fighters from the Lolo,

Clearwater, and Selway had joined the fray. Not until Septem

ber 8, with 95 miles of fire line and 480 men on the line, had the

fire finally been contained. The ordeal lasted 33 days. “

Cattle and sheep exploded onto the ranges of Montana during

the last two decades of the 19th century. Cattle increased from

117,000 head in 1870 to 662,000 in 1880; by 1886, there were

an estimated 1,050,000 cattle in the State. According to Paul

Roberts, Montana's sheep herds grew from 260,000 head in

1891 to more than 6 million by 1900. Idaho ranges stocked

more than 3 million head of sheep in 1900. 47 Thus strong

pressure for new grazing lands coincided with the development

of management plans for the newly created national forests.

The Northern Region Retirees History Advisory Committee

claims, “prior to and during the Forest Reserve status of the

public domain, there was utter chaos on the range lands.” It was

a matter of first come, first served, and unrestricted numbers of

cattle ranged the forests as soon as the snows receded. “Need

less to say the lands were severely overgrazed. There was little

or no consideration for wildlife needs. Soil erosion and plant

destruction were rampant.” When the Forest Service attempted

to impose controls on livestock grazing, it met resistance, ani

mosity, and at times outright threats to individual rangers. as

One of the first controls imposed by the Forest Service was to

charge for livestock use on the forests. John W. Lowell recalled

a Western Slope Stock Growers Convention in the latter part of
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From Mule to Model T Transportation in the region was by horseback and mule for the

first several decades of the Forest Service administration. The

region bought its first automobile in 1917, a Model T touring

car for the ranger of the Ekalaka division of the Custer National

Forest. Shortly thereafter, Savenac Nursery purchased a Model

T 1-ton truck, complete with solid rubber tires.

Road building by State and Federal authorities began in earnest.

To publicize the opening of the road now designated the

Yellowstone Trail, a Missoula man named Beck raced against

time from Missoula to Wallace. After that, according to David

S. Olson, automobiles appeared in ever-increasing numbers. ss

Road building and automobiles soon became part of the timber

industry. Perhaps anticipating the automobile in 1913, E.R.

Johnson, a surveyor-draftsman who made a reconnaissance

survey up the Coeur d’Alene River from Pritchard to “the

Forks,” a distance of 126 miles, recommended building a

“wagon road” upriver from Pritchard along the east bank of the

river. He believed that the cost would be justified by the ease of

moving supplies in (he did not mention moving timber out) and

that the timber companies would likely underwrite the cost by

paying an additional 25 cents per thousand board feet of stump

age. The road also would provide “an excellent opportunity for

automobile trips and camping, hunting and fishing.” st

Thus the automobile age not only promised to improve logging

and firefighting access, but it opened up a largely neglected

resource of the national forests in the Northern Region—recre

ation. However, soon after the automobile was introduced into

the hinterlands of the region, the airplane began to fly over

those lands.

Roadway in the Mission Mountains,

Flathead National Forest, Montana. 1920.
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The Airplane Region 1 was a pioneer in the use of aircraft for forestry work.

Howard Flint, who entered the Forest Service in 1910, was

instrumental in bringing the air age to the region as a timber

cruiser on the Flathead in 1917. Assigned to fire control in the

Regional Office in 1920, Flint began to seriously study the use

of airplanes for scouting forest fires. He learned to fly and took

his first flight on July 8, 1925. He began to experiment with

aerial mapping and borrowed a camera from the Army in 1926.

He published his findings extensively and stimulated widespread

interest in aviation as a firefighting tool. In 1935, Flint was

killed in a plane crash in the region. ss

Another aviation pioneer in the region was Major Harold “Hap”

Arnold, who flew reconnaissance flights in the 1930's before

achieving fame as a general in command of the Army Air Corps

during World War II. The Johnson Flying Service, discussed

later, became synonymous with forest-related air operations in

the Northern Region. ”

The following is the region's chronology of its early flight

experiments:

1919: The Potlatch Timber Protective Association of northern

Idaho attempted an air patrol but abandoned it because

of the lack of suitable equipment.

Howard Flint began to investigate the use of dirigibles

for use in transporting men to fires.

1920: Discussions were held with Navy officials to test

lighter-than-aircraft, but no tests were held

1921: Region 1 was represented at a conference at Mather

Field, California

1924: Timber owners of northern Idaho contributed $1,000

to the Spokane airport for planes to be used for fire

1925: Region 1 received $10,000 for an air patrol.

Howard Flint organized the first air patrol at Spokane.

Flint made the region’s first attempt at aerial

cartography.

1927: This marked the first year of seasonal flying contracts

in Region 1.

By the close of the next decade, aerial operations in the region

had progressed to the use of smokejumpers. 60
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Northern Region Fire Warehouse,

Missoula, Montana, 1922.
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Several kinds of squirrels, rabbits, and hares afford hunters

sport and meat. Rodents such as the chipmunk, ground squirrel,

and marmot give vacationing Americans many hours of amuse

ment and provide essential food in the food chains of wildlife.

While the wolverine, badger, bobcat, northern lynx, and polecat

barely survive, the raccoon and skunk seem to flourish within the

confines of civilization.

Fish and Fisheries

The fisheries of Region 1 have been important since aboriginal

times. Fish were often a mainstay in the diet of some tribes.

Lewis and Clark caught fresh trout and salmon and dried trout

for future use. The people of the Northern Region take great

pride in the quality of fishing and in the “blue ribbon” streams,

such as the Clearwater, Gallatin, Madison, and Jefferson.

Although much of the region’s fishing is not actually conducted

on national forest lands, almost all the streams originate on

national forest watersheds; thus the quality and flow of water

depends on Forest Service watershed management. The acts

establishing the first forest reserves stressed water conservation.

Today, the region can boast of 22,500 miles of streams, including

2,600 miles of “nationally recognized blue ribbon waters” and

1,650 lakes containing 170,000 acres, with many alpine lakes

nestled in the high country. 44

A conservative estimate of the fish produced annually from

regional waters is 9 million. The headwaters of the Columbia

River Basin in Idaho provide 1,700 miles of habitat for anad

romous chinook and steelhead (migratory fish), producing 1.3

million smolt yearly and 462,000 pounds of fish—with produc

tion increasing annually. The national forests of Montana do not

have the anadromous fish found in Idaho (except for the Ko

kanee salmon, which is a form of anadromous fish). However,

Montana does have outstanding fishing provided by westslope

cutthroat, rainbow, bull (landlocked Dolly Varden), mountain

whitefish, and arctic grayling, all native, as well as the intro

duced brook and brown trouts, to mention the more important

species. 4s

Although consideration has long been given to water quality

control, mining, lumbering, grazing, and road building have not

been conducive to maintaining good water quality and favorable

watersheds. In years past, many streams within the region were

destroyed as fish habitat. Some streams were dredged for gold,

and the resulting removal of sand and gravel, and the dump

deposits along the banks, either silted the streams or stripped

and increased the gradient. 46





interests as does the wildlife specialist. Much of the key

habitat is under the authority of the Forest Service, but the

product of that habitat is under the authority of the State and

strongly influenced by the private sector. A fishing stream, for

example, may traverse State-owned, private, corporate, national

park, Native American, and Bureau of Land Management lands.

Fisheries plans, programs, and policies must incorporate the

collective interests of all parties. so

At one time, the western slope of the Continental Divide in

Idaho was the spawning ground for a tremendous chinook

salmon and steelhead trout fishery. These anadromous fish

spent their first year in the cold mountain streams before travel

ing downstream to the Pacific Ocean, where they matured into

adults, only to return to their birthplace to spawn and die. Over

the years, dams were constructed downstream, which not only

made it difficult, but often prevented the fish from completing

their journey. A deterioration of water quality and growing

fishing pressure contributed to a decline in the annual migra

tion. si Programs, in cooperation with various agencies and

authorities, were initiated in the 1950’s to mitigate some of

these problems. Fish ladders have been constructed around

some of the dams to allow the fish to continue upstream, and

smolts are captured above the dams and transported down

stream to prevent their destruction in the turbines. 32

The case of the Kokanee Salmon has been similar to that of the

steelhead trout. Flathead Lake, which is not on national forest

land but is fed by streams originating from those forests,

supports the Kokanee salmon. The Kokanee salmon was intro

duced into the lake in 1916 and at once made it home. The lake

replaces the ocean in the fish's life cycle, and spawning takes

place in those streams emptying into the lake. For many years,

the Kokanee furnished anglers with spectacular fishing, but the

catch has begun to decline since the 1970's. 33

The introduction of the Mysid shrimp into Flathead Lake in

1980, ostensibly as a new food source for the Kokanee, is

believed by some to have actually contributed to the decline of

the Kokanee. The shrimp proved to be competitors with, rather

than food for, the fish. Another major change in the lake

environment occurred with the construction of Hungry Horse

Dam in 1953, which blocked the ascent of some streams.

Moreover, the uneven release of water from the dam results in

sharp fluctuations of water levels in the streams and lake so as
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bed improvement.” The use of snag trees, sediment removal,

riparian zone improvements, and especially log and boulder weirs

have reduced water velocity and created feeding, hiding, and

resting sites for fish in many streams. s.

Thomas J. Kovalicky, Supervisor of the Nez Perce National

Forest, has been a leader in recent efforts by the region to im

prove fishing and fishery habitat. Since he became supervisor,

forest budgets for fisheries projects rose from $22,600 in 1982 to

$515,000 in 1988. “Kovalicky,” the Lewiston, Idaho, Morning

Tribute stated, “has carved himself out a niche among

conservationists as a U.S. Forest Service line officer who

champions anadromous fish, salmon and steelhead, as vigorously

as the trees in the national forests.” sa

Birds

The forests of Region 1 support a variety of birds, including

songbirds, birds of prey, waterfowl, shorebirds, and ground

dwellers. The bald eagle, which is listed on the threatened and

endangered list, nests in several forests. Conservation methods

implemented over the past several years have resulted in

stabilizing the eagle population, which now seems to be growing.

The peregrine falcon, however, is faring less well. Its piercing

cry was once heard over much of the region, but toxic material

released into the environment, loss of habitat, and illegal killing

and capture have reduced the bird to minimal populations all

across the United States. Several years of surveying potential

habitat and nesting sites for the peregrine falcon within the

region’s forests resulted in a successful hack (release) of per

egrine on the Gallatin National Forest in 1984. This proved so

successful that five additional hacks were conducted on the Nez

Perce in 1987. 59

Waterfowl are a major resource of the region. They nest where

the habitat is suitable, and some stop to rest on their long

flight south on the Central flyway and to a lesser extent on the

Mississippi and Pacific flyways. Some waterfowl spend all year

in areas of the region where enough open water remains through

the winter. The most notable waterfowl in the region is the

trumpeter swan, which is a resident. Although the Red Rock

Preserve, its primary home, is not on national forest lands, the

preserve is surrounded by forests used by the birds. Trumpeters

declined to marginal numbers after World War II, but they have

now rebounded to much larger populations. so
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Generation of Change and

Progress

Chapter 6

The period from 1911 to the beginning of World War II was

one of significant changes for the Northern Region. The Forest

Service reorganized and consolidated the national forest enti

ties. The lumber industry in the Region experienced a boom

period, followed by a collapse during the Great Depression.

The introduction of the Civilian Conservation Corps into the

forests and grazing lands of the Region brought, for the first

time, adequate labor to improve the valuable pine stands, cope

with timber diseases, and fight the almost annually recurring

forest fires.

Central to the planning and direction of these changes was the

leadership contributed by the men who served as regional

foresters for Region 1 during these years. They were Ferdinand

A. Silcox, Richard H. Rutledge, Fred Morrell, and Evan W.

Kelley. Each in turn left his personal stamp on Region 1.

The Silcox Years

Silcox became Regional Forester in 1911 when William

Greeley left for the Washington Office. By this date, Silcox (or

Gus or Sil as he was usually called by his friends) was already,

at age 29, destined for greater honors and larger responsibili

ties. Born in Charleston, South Carolina, his grandfather had

been a Confederate blockade runner during the Civil War. An

honor student, he excelled at Charleston College and then at

Yale, where he earned a master's degree in forestry in 1905.

He attracted the personal attention of both Dean Henry S.

Graves and Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot, who found him

resourceful, courageous, endowed with both knowledge and

common sense, and capable of inspiring confidence among his

colleagues—a rare combination. In the summer of his junior

year (1904), he cruised timber in the Hatfield-McCoy feud

country of West Virginia, where he settled boundary disputes

and impressed all sides with his knowledge, fairness, and

athletic abilities. 1

After graduation, the Forest Service sent him west to manage a

new timber reserve and settle disputes between cattle and sheep

owners over grazing rights. He surprised all parties by settling

the controversy in person and on the ground, not back in his

office with a map. It took several days, but when he finished,

both sides acknowledged that they had gotten a “fair shake.”

Colorado at that time was rife with timber frauds by alleged

homesteaders, who filed claims and then planned to sell their

160 acres to a larger lumber company without either living on

the claim or improving the property. Silcox would place a

dated chunk of wood into the stove of the cabin where the
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Rangers and mountaineers had made repeated attempts to scale

the peak, but the difficult surrounding country and its sheer sides

defeated all efforts until after World War I. Elers Koch, former

Supervisor of the Lolo National Forest and in 1923 Assistant

Regional Forester (Timber Management), was an avid mountain

climber and for years had a special interest in climbing

Granite Peak.

During the summer of 1923, he gathered a party of climbers,

including Forest Service veterans J.C. Witham and R.T.

Ferguson, to make a concentrated assault on the last “virgin

peak” in the region. They were joined by another group of

climbers, and they made their way together to about the 10,000

foot level. Koch, Witham, and Ferguson chose the eastern ridge

and successfully reached the summit on the morning of August

30. The others in the party chose the southwestern face but were

forced to turn back a few hundred feet below the summit. It was

a triumphant and exhilarating feeling for the three friends as they

planted a staff and an American flag on the top of the granite

mass. Although the peak has been climbed many times since, it

is still regarded as a major challenge to any mountaineer. Koch

recalled it as one of his most satisfying achievements. 17

Granite Peak - highest mass

in Region 1 (12,799 feet).
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Kelley worked as a guard, assistant ranger, ranger, and acting

supervisor before becoming Supervisor of the Eldorado National

Forest in California. He transferred to San Francisco in 1914 as

a national forest examiner. During World War I, Kelley went

overseas as a captain with the 10th Forestry Engineers. Pro

moted to major, he commanded all saw milling, logging, and

road construction operations for several departments in eastern

France. His associates described him as athletic, compact, and

“ramrod straight,” either on foot or horseback. He retained his

military rank after the war, always referred to as “Major,” which

rankled many of his associates who thought the title

pretentious. 26

After the war, Kelley returned to the Forest Service and was

stationed in Washington as Inspector of Operations. While

there, he compiled the first draft of the “Manual for Forest

Development Roads," a new edition of the “Forest Service Trail

Manual, a manual on fire control, and also the “Glossary of Fire

Control Terms.” In 1925, he became Regional Forester of the

Eastern Region, which stretched from New England to eastern

Texas, but it had little national forest land. 27

Because of his extensive experience with forest fires, Kelley

was sent by Chief Robert Stuart to Missoula to “get a handle on

fire control in the region, at the time recognized as one of the

most difficult fire areas in the country. Active, energetic, and

personable, Kelley at once worked to “get on top” of the fire

problem. He centralized control and supplies and established a

remount depot, where a string of pack mules would be ready at a

moment’s notice. He began to use airplanes to spot fires and

air-to-ground radio communication to coordinate work.

In 1931, the disastrous Freeman Lake Fire on the Kaniksu

National Forest tested all of the region’s innovations and plan

ning. This fire covered approximately 24,000 acres, mostly of

valuable white pine. In a few hours, about 1,500 firefighters

constructed 75 miles of fire line to try to contain it. Kelley

visited the fire line repeatedly, inspected the men's food and

camp conditions, and conferred with his foremen. So serious

was the fire that even Chief Stuart visited the fire front. 28

The head of the fireline recalled Stuart's surprise visit:

[O]ne evening on August 5 or 6, . . . an elderly man

dressed in faded bib overalls, a cheap looking straw hat

and smoking a corncob pipe arrived in camp. He followed

me around, was rather inquisitive as to how things were

going; I thought he was a native stump rancher and was
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rather annoyed. . . . He did not introduce himself, so I

inquired if he lived in the area. He said, “No, I’m from

Washington, D.C.” That didn’t ring a bell so I asked

more questions and discovered he was Mr. R.Y. Stuart,

Chief of the United States Forest Service, Washington,

D.C. From then on he received more attention. 29

One of the young men stationed as a lookout in the fire area

was Hume Frayer, at that time a college student who was

getting experience through a summer job. Remaining too long

at the lookout post with a portable telephone, Frayer found

himself cut off by the fire from the trail that was to be his

escape route. He started down the hill through the brush, but

the fire moved faster, and soon it was a “race against the fire.”

He plunged down the slope, abandoning the telephone en route

and avoiding the tall snags crashing down around him. He

finally reached a creek and ran along the other side. At last, he

sighted a rancher's house; the rancher was digging a fire trench

by his barn. At that time, Frayer fell unconscious on the creek

bank, and when he awoke, he was in the back of a truck head

ing to the ranger station. His clothes were singed, and his

shoes were almost burned off. After a short rest and a cup of

coffee, Frayer insisted on returning to work and helped build a

fireline to protect the ranger station. His narrow escape was a

topic of conversation among the firefighters for weeks. 30

The years 1934 and 1936 were also bad fire years, but the

threats were handled more quickly and efficiently because of

better coordination and improved equipment. In the summer of

1936, airplanes flew 50,000 miles scouting fires, transporting

supplies and men, and taking aerial photographs. Kelley also

took legal action against careless campers who left campfires

that blazed up later and smokers who caused an estimated 63

fires that summer. In an effort to alert the public to the fire

danger, Kelley used placards and slogans and even had movie

houses urge hikers and campers to take care in the national

forests. 31

As could be expected, Kelley’s work family changed and

expanded during his long tenure as Regional Forester. Many

men, however, served with him a decade or longer. As of

October 1937, the Regional Office staff consisted of the fol

lowing:

Regional Forester Evan W. Kelley

Assistant (Operations) C.C. Strong

Assistant (Timber Management) Elers Koch

Assistant (Lands & Public Relations) M.H. Wolff
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Despite the critics, the CCC youths learned to work and did

work. In the white pine area, they fought blister rust, which had

threatened to destroy the stands. They built roads and trails,

put up signs and markers, and measured distances more accu

rately. They laid telephone lines and built lookout towers and

other structures. They also built badly needed campgrounds,

picnic sites, and recreation shelters, especially in the more open

terrain east of the Continental Divide. Most of the summer,

they fought forest fires. The conditions were right for 1936 to

be a bad fire year, but because of the efforts of thousands of

young and willing hands, the fires did far less damage than

might have been expected.

The CCC reconstructed and enlarged the Savenac Nursery and

rebuilt the buildings. On the 17 national forests and on private

lands, they planted more than 8 million trees. Among the

larger projects, the CCC workers punched through the side of a

rocky limestone mountain to build a road to a new camp site.

They built a bridge (still in use in 1988) over the West Gallatin

River, constructed a pole-and-post treatment plant along Squaw

Creek, and even built a new ranger station out of logs.

With any such large body of young men, working in unfamiliar

surroundings, there were accidents, some of them fatal. Two

World War I veterans drowned while attempting to cross the

St. Joe River in December 1933. Lt. Robert Gilmore died from

exposure, as did fire guard Harry Halvorsan while on a fire

fighting expedition. Three CCC men died while fighting the

“Pete King” fire in 1934. One young CCC enrollee slipped and

fell into the Clearwater River and drowned in 1936. One

young man wandered away from camp and apparently became

lost in a snowstorm. When search parties were unable to find

his body, even after the spring thaw, the camp commander

decided that he was most likely “absent without leave” and

dropped his name from the rolls. A year later, blister rust

control workers discovered the skeletal remains and clothing.

As a result, camp officers reopened the case, held lengthy

hearings, and declared the man legally dead. In all, there were

about 12 reported fatalities from forest fires, at least 5

drownings, and several other accidental deaths among CCC

men working in the Northern Region between 1934

and 1940. 40
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Evan Kelley had managed Region 1 well during the difficult

years of the Great Depression. In 1941, he reported that lum

ber sales from the national forests had returned to

predepression levels and fire losses for the year were among

the lowest in history. Less than 1,100 acres had been burned or

scorched, thanks largely to the greatly improved efficiency of

the CCC crews who had “come a long way” since the early

days of 1933. The University of Montana, in recognition of his

many achievements and outstanding leadership, awarded

Kelley with an honorary master's degree in forest engineering.

It was a fitting tribute to an outstanding forester. “

There were, during this difficult time in the Nation’s history,

important accomplishments in forestry in general. Region 1, in

particular, helped weather the adversities of war and build a

strong base for postwar progress.
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Chinese Wall in Lewis and Clark National Forest (Montana), 1946.

Long before the legislative battle for wilderness

began, the Forest Service had designated more than

seventy areas within the western national forests for

special wilderness management. As the federal

agency with the largest percentage of potential

wilderness in its jurisdiction, the Forest Service

played a key role in forging the federal response to

pressure for wilderness management. Moreover, the

agency carried a broad multiple-use mandate, and

its growing commitment to wilderness was subject to

strong and varied interest-group pressures. Unlike

the Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service,

whose priorities were closely linked to traditional

nonutilitarian preservation concepts, the Forest

Service was involved in profound and controversial

reassessments of its forest management philosophy

throughout the various stages of the wilderness

mOVennent. 28
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Fire Suppression and

Smokejumping

By the war's end, both

public and private forest

funds in the region were

veritable tinder boxes.

-

The region had been extremely fortunate to have experienced

relatively few serious forest fires during the war years. The

intense public campaigns to reduce fire hazard as a patriotic

duty undoubtedly contributed. Student volunteer fire units, such

as those trained and supervised by Henry (Hank) J. Viche in

1942, performed extremely well. But the simple fact remained

that there were fewer fires between 1941 and 1945 than there

had been in the prior 4-year period. In the 4 years following the

war, however, forest fire truly became the region's number one

enemy. The 1940's, and the postwar era closed with the tragic

Mann Gulch fire of 1949 (described later in this chapter). C.S.

Crocker warned of the extremely combustible state of the forests

at the close of the war. Labor shortages and urgent wartime

timber production goals resulted in the neglect of the usual

cleanup of brush, slash, and debris. By the war's end, both

public and private forest funds in the region were veritable

tinder boxes. 35

Improved access roads capable of supporting motorized equip

ment such as trucks, tractors, and bulldozers improved

firefighting performance over that of earlier years. Aerial fire

control also progressed measurably during the war years, stimu

lated in part by the shortage of manpower in the traditional fire

crews. The first aerial fire patrols in Region 1 began in 1925,

when Forest Inspector Howard R. Flint recruited two Air Corps

reserve lieutenants, Nick Mamer and R.T. Freng, to fly recon

naissance flights over parts of the forests. In 1929, a supply

drop was made to a ground crew fighting a fire in remote coun

try, and experiments with aerial photography were being con

ducted. In 1934, a few experiments were conducted in the

Intermountain Region, with firefighters jumping into forests by

parachute, but the idea was dismissed as too dangerous. Henry

Viche recalled that the first actual drop of a fire camp was made

on May 31, 1936, on the Spruce Creek Fire (Powell Ranger

District) on the Lolo National Forest. 36 An aerial experimental

project conducted by the Washington Office, which was trans

ferred first to California and then to the Pacific Northwest

Region, became the conduit for the advent of smokejumping.

Experiments with cargo dropping and aerial spraying with water

or chemicals were abandoned in 1939. The surplus funds were

diverted to a contract with the Eagle Parachute Company of

Pennsylvania, whose personnel experimented with jumps into

areas of the Chelan National Forest in Washington. The tests

were so successful that Region l and Region 6 each established

a squad of smokejumpers for the 1940 fire season. The Johnson

Flying Service conducted training at a special camp in Missoula.

Two brothers, Dick and Bob Johnson, with Dick Vance, flew the
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Smokechaser receiving

instructions during -

1924 fire season.

In 1942, with a critical

manpower shortage in the

region, greater reliance

was placed on the

Smokejumping crew.

-

--£-
-

planes and taught “parachuting.” During the fire season, in July

1940, the Johnsons also dropped an estimated 300 tons of

supplies to fire camps in the region. The first fire jump by

Forest Service personnel was made on July 12, 1940, by Rufus

Robinson and Earl Cooley on the Nez Perce National Forest.

“Smokejumping” quickly adapted to other needs when, 3 days

later, Chester N. Derry parachuted onto the Bitterroot to pro

vide assistance to airplane crash victims. U.S. Army staff

officers visited the parachute training camp that summer, and

the next year adapted some of the techniques to the training of

paratroopers at Fort Benning, Georgia. In the spring of 1941,

smokejumping was assigned exclusively to Region 1, which

was to render services when possible to Regions 4 and 6 (the

Intermountain and Pacific Northwest Regions). The Johnson

Flying Service provided the planes, pilots, and services. Re

gion 1 jumpers fought nine fires in 1941 and saved the region

an estimated $30,000 in protection costs. 3. In 1942, with a

critical manpower shortage in the region, greater reliance was

placed on the smokejumping teams.

Although the 1942 fire season was relatively mild, smoker

jumpers extinguished 31 fires and were assisted by ground

crews on four other fires, resulting in an estimated savings of

$66,000 in suppression costs, not to mention the savings in

timber value resulting from early suppression of fires in remote

areas. However, by 1943 the region found itself unable to staff

even one smokejumping crew. Only five experienced jumpers
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Smokejumpers before taking off for a fire.

Camp Menard, Lolo National Forest. 1952.

were available and intensive recruiting efforts turned up only

four other young men who had been turned down by the Army

because of minor physical defects. Providentially, inquiries were

made by (4–E) conscientious objector draftees who were sta

tioned in work camps in the northern forests. The Forest Service

recruited volunteers from these encampments and finally selected

62 trainees from 300 applicants for smokejumping training. The

new crews fought 47 fires with little ground support available.

The regional smokejumping school also trained rescue units

from the U.S. Coast Guard, the Canadian Air Observer Schools,

and the U.S. Army during the 1943 fire season. By 1944,

smokejumping ceased to be experimental and became part of the

standard operating procedure in Region 1. Regular ground units

were reduced in that year, and fire suppression depended heavily

on the smokejumping units. Ralph Hand, who directed the para

chute operations, added air rescue teams that included medical

doctors trained to jump into timber. The Region 1 “Trouble

Chuters” received national recognition in an article published by

Collier's magazine in December 1944. *
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Smokejumping proved to

be a particularly effective

and economical method

of fire control in back

country areas, which

were characteristic of

the region.

| -

Experienced jumpers from the public service camps were

joined by some returning veterans in 1945, raising total enroll

ment in the smokejumping program to 220. Most of these were

stationed at Missoula, but other camps were located in McCall,

Idaho; Twisp, Washington; and Cave Junction, Oregon. The

enlarged program encountered a more acute fire season in 1945,

when jumps ranged from California to Washington, Yellow

stone and Glacier National Parks, Native American lands, and,

on one occasion, across the international boundary into Canada.

The region also sponsored training of the 555th Battalion, a

black paratroop unit intended to suppress fires started by Japa

nese incendiary balloons. When the balloon menace failed to

materialize, the paratroopers were used in aerial fire suppres

sion. 3, Smokejumping proved to be a particularly effective

and economical method of fire control in back-country areas,

which were characteristic of the region.

When the war ended, the Army's CPS program was abolished

and the Forest Service recruited returning veterans to fill the

smoke jumping units. The spectacular achievements of the

Region 1 smokejumping units inspired Twentieth Century-Fox

to produce “Red Skies Over Montana,” a movie featuring

smokejumpers. In 1952, Congress established a permanent

Aerial Fire Depot at Missoula, which was dedicated by Presi

dent Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1954. By 1971, the Johnson

Flying Service in Missoula which had begun by ferrying jump

ers and supplies in a 1929 Ford tri-motor, added a Lockheed

Electra that could ferry 93 jumpers at 350 miles per hour.

Although tremendously successful, the smokejumping venture

was not without casualties. Dick Johnson died in a plane crash

near Jackson Hole, Wyoming; pilot Bill Yaggy died in a plane

crash near Dixie, Idaho; and Dave Godwin, the fire control

chief in the Washington Office and “godfather” of the para

chute project, also died in a plane crash. 40

The region placed greater reliance on aerial fire detection and

smokejumping in the years following the war. The Coeur

d’Alene, for example, initiated daily aerial fire patrol flights in

1947. The several hundred smokejumpers on duty in the region

in 1948 were only a part of the army of some 7,000 seasonal

employees and 1,200 permanent Forest Service employees

available for fire suppression work. Generally, casualties, even

injuries, had been few in Region 1 until the disastrous Mann

Gulch fire on the Helena National Forest in 1949. 41 Fire

suppression became increasingly important in the face of

growing nationwide shortages of lumber for new housing as the

Nation entered the era of the baby and building booms.
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The Mann Gulch fire

was a tragic and traumatic

affair, which long re

mained in the hearts and

minds of the people of the

region.

- -

Meanwhile, Jansson and a crew of 10 reached the fire site by

river about 5:00 p.m. They were followed by Hersey,

who, with a crew of 9, headed for the ridge above the fire. Mean

while, a fire guard, James O. Harrison, arrived at the fire from the

nearby Meriwether Camp. Harrison met R. Wagner Dodge, the

smokejumper foreman, at the ridge above the fire site and, with

the remainder of the smokejump crew brought up under crew

leader William J. Hellman, the party proceeded down toward the

river. Dodge realized that the fire was burning more intensely

and moving rapidly toward them. He doubled back toward the

ridge at a fast pace, had the men discard their heavy equipment,

and finally, as the fire moved within 500 feet, decided to take a

stand on a grass-covered slope on a side ridge. Dodge attempted

to light a backfire and urged the men into the small burned area,

where he lay close to the ground, but they refused to follow.

Instead, the crew headed for apparent safety through an un

burned neck. Two of the crew, Robert Sallee and Walter

Rumsey, made it through to a rockslide just over the ridge, but

the rest were caught as the main fire passed through the unburned

passage. 47

Dodge and Sallee went for help and arrived at Meriwether Camp

at 9:00 p.m. Medical help was called for in Helena, and about

midnight Jansson, with a small group and two doctors, reached

the site of the worst fire disaster in the history of Region 1.

Twelve of the 15 smokejumpers died, as did Harrison, who

had arrived at the site on foot. By early morning of August 6, the

fire was almost beyond control and fire crews were brought in

from all over the region. They included local farmers and ranch

ers and volunteers from the Reclamation Service, the Highway

Patrol, and the Army Air Force Base at Great Falls. More than

450 firefighters finally halted the fire on August 7, and by the

10th they had the fire under control. More than 5,000 acres of

the wild area had burned. 4s

A special board of inquiry organized by the Chief of the Forest

Service concluded that there had been no evidence of wrong

decisions or actions, and that the “blow-up” of the fire could not

have been reasonably expected. The board urged greater empha

sis on training for firefighters, and intensification of studies and

research in fire behavior. * The Mann Gulch fire was a tragic

and traumatic affair, which long remained in the hearts and

minds of the people of the region.
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Smokejumpers headquarters, Lolo, National Forest Firefighting 1934. Nez Perce National Forest

Kaniksu 1934 fire plow

Entering a New Era Firefighting remained a major priority in the region. The year 1953

brought other major fires, and in intermittent years thereafter the

region was sorely taxed, despite the adoption of modern fire control

techniques, smokejumpers, helicopters, and bulldozers. Gradually,

the Nation’s enormous appetite for lumber began to be filled, and the

pressures on the national forests for timber production began to be

tempered by concerns for conservation and preservation and an

increase in nonconsumptive uses of forest resources. In this new

age, the public became more acutely aware of the great heritage of

the Nation’s forest resources, and better organized to impose its own

particular concern on the style and purpose of forest management.

“Other” direction, from Congress and wilderness organizations, and

cooperation and planning as well as new technology relating to

silvicultural practices began to change the style and structure of

management by the Forest Service in Region 1 and elsewhere.
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Red Skies Over Montana

capacity, he worked closely with the Northern Region in fire

suppression work. Hanson praised the work of these fire crews

and credited them with quick suppression of a fire on the Gallatin

National Forest, among others. 21

Remembering the Mann Gulch fire of 1949, which burned 5,000

acres of forest land and cost the lives of 13 men, foresters never

ceased to improve firefighting capabilities and communications

in the Northern Region. It was something of a milestone when

Hanson could report that in 1954 (which was incidentally a

“wet” year) a total of 73 forest fires burned less than 1,000 acres.

This was the lowest total acreage burned since the region

began keeping records. To both Hanson and fire specialist A.E.

Spalding (assistant regional forester), this record could be attrib

uted to the speed of trained personnel in attacking fires, favor

able weather, and the cooperation of forest users who were

responding to the Smokey Bear campaign. 22

The unique fire experiences of the Northern Region resulted in

the production of a dramatic Hollywood movie in the 1950’s.

New to Forest Service employees was the opportunity to appear

in and advise on a motion picture. The feature film, made in

1952, depicted the work and heroism of the forest smokejumpers

and starred well-known actor Richard Widmark. Hanson devoted

the region’s full cooperation on location. Fred L. Stallings,

Supervisor of the Clearwater National Forest, served as technical

advisor. Released as “Red Skies Over Montana,” the movie

provided an opportunity for people all over the country to become

familiar with the role of the smokejumpers in fighting forest fires

in the Northwest. 23

Just as “Red Skies Over Montana” memorialized the story of

firefighting in the region, a more sobering summary of the role of

fire is provided by the data in Table 9.1.
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The Sleeping Child Fire

During Tebbe's tenure as Regional Forester, Region 1 reported

that net receipts for national forest resources had increased from

$5.5 million to more than $10 million. Recreation visits jumped

from 2 million to 4 million; timber harvests rose from 750 million

to more than 1 billion board feet; and 3,000 miles of access roads

were added to the National Forest System in the region. 41

In 1960, while in Washington, D.C., on official business, Tebbe

suffered a paralytic stroke and was forced to spend several

months in the hospital. When he returned to duty at Missoula, he

found that the demands of his position were too great for his

diminished strength, so he retired as of March 31, 1961. Popular

and respected at all levels, he received gifts and a party from his

coworkers. The Montana senators praised his contributions in

speeches on the Senate floor. 42

Boyd L. Rasmussen succeeded Tebbe. He arrived from the

Washington Office, where he had served as Deputy Assistant

Chief for National Forest Resource Management. Earlier, he had

been Assistant Regional Forester in Region 4 (Ogden, Utah).

The year of his arrival (1961) was unusually hot and dry. High

winds added to the fire danger, and Forest Service personnel were

well aware of the powderkeg-like situation. All lookouts were

manned, and special crews were placed on the various districts

for quick action whenever a fire would break out.

In the southwestern corner of Montana, east of the town of

Darby, a remote section of the Bitterroot National Forest pre

sented a special hazard. In the 1920’s, pine beetles had attacked

a large stand of lodgepole pine and left thousands of acres of

mature lodgepole pine standing gaunt and lifeless. High winds

during the intervening years and especially a “blowdown” in

1949, which had affected most of the region’s forests, had

toppled these insect-devastated trees so they lay in confused

masses on the forest floor, providing fuel for a great inferno

when a spark was added. 43

On August 4, 1961, a violent thunder-and-lightning storm set off

a small fire in this section of the Bitterroot, where access was

limited to trails. At first called the “Mine Fire” because of its

proximity to a fluorspar mine, it officially became the Sleeping

Child fire. Men from the mine and Forest Service fire crews

dispatched from the Darby Ranger District station soon recog

nized that this fire would require a major effort. It spread rapidly

and burned a major portion of the headwaters of four drainage

areas—Sleeping Child, Rye, Cameron, and Martin Creeks.
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The National Grasslands

On the 5th, the weather center at Kansas City issued a “red flag”

alert, forecasting severe turbulence along the Idaho-Montana

border. Strong, gusty winds fanned the spot fires and set off a

major blowup. At nightfall of the 4th, firefighters reported a burn

area of only 300 acres, but by the next evening, the fire encom

passed 9,000 acres. Regional Forester Rasmussen, Montana

Governor Donald Nutter, and the commandant of the regional

U.S. Army post mobilized all available forces to fight the confla

gration, which raged out of control for 2 weeks. Most of this

time, more than 1,000 individuals were deployed on the fireline,

with a peak of 1,721 on August 14. Forest Service officers

brought in 41 bulldozers and used 4 helicopters to ferry personnel

and supplies into the area and take the injured and exhausted out.

They used planes to bombard the fire with retardants and also

tankers and pumpers whenever possible. Not until the 14th could

the Forest Service report that a line had been established and the

fire contained. By then, 28,000 acres of heavily timbered forest

had burned, an area 9 by 5 miles. Fortunately, no lives were lost

in this emergency. “

Salvage operations on the fire site began in the fall of 1961. The

lumber companies in the area purchased and cut salvage timber

totaling approximately 90 million board feet by the fall of 1964.

Forest Service personnel applied tons of grass seed to reseed the

area and minimize erosion. The agency also built or had built

nearly 200 miles of road into the area, of which about 70 miles

were permanent and maintained as part of the national forest

transportation system. The Regional Office estimated that it cost

more than $11 million to suppress fires in 1961, making it the

most expensive fire year in the history of the Forest Service up to

that time. The agency also spent about $160,000 for initial

watershed restoration. As with previous major fires, the Sleeping

Child fire brought new situations and problems, which led to the

development of new techniques to better cope with fires in

the future. As

A continuing problem during the tenure of several regional

foresters was the administration and disposition of the Federal

range and grazing lands. These lay east of the Rocky Moun

tains in eastern Montana and the Dakotas and, at times, were

incorporated into the Custer and the Lewis and Clark National

Forests.

Much of this land had been homesteaded late—some as late as

the 1910–1920 era. Mild winters, more than average rainfall,

and high wheat prices during World War I encouraged settlers

to borrow more money to buy more land, purchase more and

larger equipment, and plant more wheat. Then, in the 1920's,
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On a more pragmatic level, Ralph Space, who spent his very long

career in the region, observed in 1988 that wilderness is “a place

to go hunt and fish where other people can’t go.” And Charles

(Chuck) H. Raddon, recreation, wilderness, and trails specialist

with the Clearwater National Forest, explained that “a wilderness

is a step back in time,” that provides for a unique and distinctive

experience. Wilderness also provides “essential protection for

biological diversity, wildlife habitat, high-quality watersheds,

and unique scientific and educational purposes.” Jim Dolan

fondly recalls Aldo Leopold's comment that “I am glad I shall

never be young without wild country to be young in.” 12

Bob Marshall was appointed Chief of the Division of Recreation

and Lands in 1937, and for a short time he greatly influenced the

direction of wilderness and recreational planning at the Forest

Service. In 1939, shortly before his death at the early age of 38,

Marshall promulgated Regulations U-1, U-2, and U-3, providing

directives for Forest Service management of primitive and

wilderness areas. 13

The Bob Marshall Wilderness, the first designated wilderness in

the Northern Region, was created by the directive of Secretary of

Agriculture Henry A. Wallace on August 16, 1940. Following

the tradition established by designation of the Gila Wilderness in

the Southwest Region in 1924, the Marshall Wilderness was

created by combining and reclassifying three primitive areas,

including the South Fork Primitive Area established in 1934. 14

In the years before World War II, the Forest Service and Region I

provided the initiative and the leadership to reserve these por

tions of the national forest lands as primitive areas and wilder

ness areas where people might enjoy the woodlands in as close to

their natural state as possible.

Norman Maclean, a teacher and author who grew up in Montana,

has captured the spirit of the land, a land he described as “beyond

civilization . . . where the earth and its community of life” are

largely untrammeled by man, in A River Runs Through It and

Other Stories. “We lived,” he wrote, “at the junction of great

trout rivers in western Montana, and our father was a Presbyte

rian minister and a fly fisherman. . . .” They assumed, he said,”

that all first-class fishermen on the Sea of Galilee were fly fisher

men and that John, the favorite, was a dry-fly fisherman.” The

Big Blackfoot River “became a part of us,” he wrote, as did the

sky, the mountains, the rivers, and the lakes become a part of

those others who experienced the land under the Big Sky. Is
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At 12,842 feet in elevation, Granite Peak is Montana's highest

peak. Located in the Beartooth Range on the border of the

Gallatin and Custer, near Yellowstone National Park, it is the

easternmost of a chain of four gigantic peaks that includes Villard

Peak (12,300), Mount Spofford (11,780) and Glacier Peak

(12,200). Flanked by perpetual snowfields and glaciers such as

Grasshopper, Granite, Skytop, and Hidden Glacier, and sur

rounded by other rugged Beartooth Range peaks and plateaus,

these peaks have long attracted sightseers, hikers, and climbers.

A U.S. Geological Survey party headed by E.M. Douglas first

attempted a climb of Granite Peak in September 1889. They

followed the main ridge of the south slope to within 200 feet of

the summit, where they were stopped by vertical cliffs and foul

weather. An attempt in 1894 by a party headed by James P.

Kimball (which had succeeded in climbing Mt. Villard, Mt.

Wilse, and Mt. Wood, among others) also failed short of the

Granite Peak summit. Weather aborted an attempt by a party that

included Fred Inabnit of Billings in 1910. Inabnit headed and

accompanied numerous climbing expeditions between 1907 and

1923, none of which quite achieved the Granite Peak summit, but

he was instrumental in exciting public interest in mountain

climbing and in stimulating official Forest Service interest in

conquering the Granite Peak. 21

The first successful climb of Granite Peak began on August 25,

1923. A party of foresters including Assistant District [Re

gional] Forester Elers Koch; R.T. Ferguson, Supervisor of the

Beartooth National Forest; and J.C. Whitham, Supervisor of the

Custer, with Rosebud District Ranger Guy O'Neil and Alvia

Shriver, a forest guard, met a group from Billings that included

Harold Rixon, W.H. Banfill, George Osten, and Verne Johnson,

who with Fred Inabnit were all experienced climbers. The

climbers left Rosebud Lake, headed up a trail along Slough Creek

and then branched onto a faintly blazed trail along Mt. Fairview

that had not been used since 1916. By midafternoon the party

reached the timberline, and the next morning they left their horses

at a basecamp, moving ahead through Froze-to-Death Pass to the

rim of the upper Rosebud Plateau to Mount Tempest. The climb

ers reached Avalanche Lake after a laborious hike and made

camp while Koch, Whitham, and O'Neil reconnoitered the ascent

to Granite Peak. 22
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The challenge and

excitement of Granite

Peak attracted growing

numbers of adventurers

and widespread public

interest in the Post-World

War II decades.

Caving

The climbers agreed to divide into two parties for the ascent the

next day. The first, which included Koch, Ferguson, and

Whitham, was to approach from the northeast ridge, while

Inabnit, O'Neil, and the others climbed the southwestern slope.

Whitham's brief narrative of the arduous climb (“up they

toiled, foot by foot”) which brought him, Koch, and Ferguson to

the top at 11:10 a.m. on August 29, 1923, conveys the intensity,

excitement, and achievement of this first successful climb. 23

Once the feat had been accomplished, other climbers followed.

The challenge and excitement of Granite Peak attracted growing

numbers of adventurers and widespread public interest in the

post-World War II decades.

In August 1953, George D. Forney and L.B. Beckham of the U.S.

Geological Survey, and Vern W. Waples of the Montana Fish and

Game Department reached the top, and 2 years later, Region 1

foresters Thad Lowary, James R. Stephenson, and Edward

Slusher reached the summit. Slusher later prepared a description

of a “passable route” to the top of Granite Peak that others could

follow. And they did. A Billings Climbing Club expedition in

1962 left a “registration capsule” on the peak; the next year Thad

Lowary, the Regional Budget Officer, organized a climb that

included Shirley and Sam Braxton and Gardiner Miller of the

Rocky Mountaineers Climbing Club, Don Gordon, an experi

enced climber from Seattle; and foresters Hank Rate and Bob Van

Giesen of the Custer. Arriving about noon on August 4, 1963, the

party (including Shirley Braxton as the first woman to reach the

top) left a permanent registration box on the peak. 2.

On the lower elevations, hikers began to flock in greater numbers

to the pathways and trails, and the Forest Service and the region

responded by developing historic and scenic trails. Those trails

have become a major recreational attraction of the Northern

Region and are reviewed in the following chapter.

In the 1950's, while some were climbing the highest mountains,

a few intrepid adventurers began to explore below those moun

tains, entering some of the numerous, mostly unexplored caverns

that were known to exist, as well as some that they discovered.

There was, however, relatively little systematic approach to such

exploration, and no discernible effort either to publicize or

to capitalize on such discoveries by making the caverns tourist

attractions. Most were inaccessible or difficult for the general

public to reach.
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Packing (Outfitting and Guiding)

Although the region received its first funding for Operation

Outdoors on July 1, 1957, funding was never equal to the needs

of the program, “especially in personnel to do the job.” Under

the program, each forest developed a recreation plan, the first of

its kind. Most plans, however, severely underestimated the

growth in visitation to the Northern Region, a growth occasioned,

in part, by the completion of the new interstate highways (I-15, I

90, and I-94), which provided much easier access to the national

forests. Improved aircraft and airports also changed the visitation

patterns in the region. Visitors began to come from everywhere,

and they came in greater numbers. The recreation plans, how

ever, proved useful in later multiple-use planning. 40

One of the problems that began to develop as a result of the

greater use of lakes and streams in the region was that access to

choice recreation sites was being limited by earlier programs

permitting summer homes on lake and stream banks. The region

began to open access to choice recreation areas by curtailing

summer home permits and where possible revoking, not renew

ing, or purchasing existing rights. Following the initiation of

Operation Outdoors, Congress initiated a study by the National

Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission of outdoor

recreation resources administered by the various branches of

Government. 41 Thus, while much more would be needed to

serve the burgeoning public demands for recreational resources

in the national forests of Region I, by the close of the 1960’s a

positive new beginning had been made.

Old traditions, wilderness, and at least some modern camping

comforts combined to make the outfitter and guide industry a

major recreational attraction in the region after World War II.

The “outfitter” as defined by State law is a person who, for

compensation or other gain, “provides any saddle or pack

animal or animals, for any person or persons to hunt, trap,

capture, take, or kill any game animal or game bird, or to catch

any of the fish of the state. 42 Although outfitting and guiding

in recent decades most often relate to sightseeing, touring, or

adventuring rather than hunting and fishing, hunting, fishing,

and packing reflect the older; traditional “way of life” in the

region. The new commercial outfitters have institutionalized

those traditions and made them available to recreational visi

tors. As one outfitter stated in 1957:

For the vast majority this magnificent back country

would never be enjoyed if outfits like ours were not

available to the public. The U.S.Forest Service realizes

this more and more each year and are now doing their

best in cooperating with outfitters that [visitors] may

utilize this great recreational resource which is under

their direct supervision. 43
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Aerial Fire Depot

-

Beds at Savenac Nursery. Coeur d'Alene National Forest. Photo by K.D. Swan.

The Aerial Fire Depot, located outside Missoula, Montana, is the

largest single physical plant in the Northern Region. It is devoted

to the control of forest fires through use of airplanes and

smokejumpers. The visitor center at the depot features a recon

structed fire tower and other displays explaining how forest fires

are caused and fought. Also located here is the Intermountain

Fire Sciences Laboratory, a weather science unit, and the North

ern Training Center—a cooperative effort of the Forest Service;

the States of Montana, Idaho, and North Dakota; and other

Federal agencies. Supplies to maintain 5,000 firefighters in the

field for 48 hours are stored here. Helicopters and aircraft for use

in reconnaissance, smokejumping, and transport are available, as

are large quantities of fire-retardant chemicals. *
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Everything not obtained from the Hornet Lookout site was

hauled by mule strings 35 miles by trail up the North Fork of the

Flathead River from Columbia Falls, Montana. Even today a

four-wheel drive vehicle and a good hike are required to visit the

cabin. When one stands at the lookout, it is quickly evident why

its site was chosen—the beautiful view encompasses Glacier

National Park, Kintla Lake, and even the Canadian Rockies in

the distance. As

Typical furnishings of fire lookouts are much like those on the

Clearwater National Forest, described by Linnea Keating and

Karl Roenke. “Prior to the 1920’s” they said, “a lookout

site possibly consisted of a tree platform (crow’s nest)

and/or alidade table (map board), a tent camp, and

the lookout person.” Other equipment besides the

tent would be a pair of binoculars, maps of the

adjacent areas, and storage facilities for food and

water. Early lookouts were expected to extinguish

small blazes on their own or in the case of a larger

\ one ride for help. After 1910, telephone lines

\ were run from each lookout to a central clearing

\ headquarters, allowing a much faster reporting

# and response. "

A number of the region’s lookouts have recorded

some of their early experiences. Norm Schappacher,

for example, served as a lookout on the Flathead from

1930 to 1937. His first assignment, Tally Lake, was simply a

topped tree and a tent. Schappacher received $65 a month plus

room and board, and as he remarked, “Board tended to be

canned government rations,” which varied from excellent for the

butter to terrible for the bread. so

Most lookouts seem to remember fondly their time spent in the

forests, although all agree it was lonely work. Due to the short

age of men during World War II, many women served as look

outs. Harriet Linn spent the war years at Thompson Lookout on

the Lolo and considered smoke-spotting her contribution to the

war effort. Her lookout, she recalled, had a hardwood floor,

built-in cabinets and table, and apple-green woodwork. si

Another firsthand account of the life of the lookout comes from

Walter L. Robb, who described the construction of Thompson

Lookout:

The tower was built in 1934 from a L-4 cabin package

milled in Columbia Falls. Materials were packed by

mule to the site and raised on legs cut on Thompson

Peak. A horse and “ginpole” rigging were used to raise

the tower. 52
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Howard R. Flint and Lieutenants Nick Mamer and R.T. Freng of

the Air Corps Reserve began patrols out of Spokane, Washing

ton. Region 1 also began to contract with private flying ser

vices, such as the Johnson Flying Service in Missoula, for fire

patrol services and, in 1938, the Forest Service purchased its

own aircraft for surveillance. 11 Air patrols and aerial fire

fighting have remained prominent in the region's fire control

programs.

Smokejumping, a firefighting technique closely identified with

the region, benefited from cooperation with the armed services.

U.S. Army staff officers asked to visit the parachute training

camp at Missoula to learn techniques for smokejumping and to

obtain technical data and ideas for training paratroopers

at Fort Benning, Georgia. The region also trained military

inductees such as the conscientious objectors during World War

II in smokejumping techniques, and the U.S. Marine Corps

loaned the region military aircraft for smokejumping missions.

During the late 1950's, the region provided smokejumper

services for Yellowstone National Park (National Park Service)

and training programs for the Bureau of Land Management and

the Province of Saskatchewan, Canada. Later, in the 1960’s,

regional expertise in smokejumping and recovery missions were

used in training recovery crews for the X-15 rocket missions. 12

About 1950, the region began to employ organized fire crews

made up of members of the Zuni Tribe from the Southwest.

Later, Native American crews from reservations within the

region were formed. Interregional fire-suppression crews,

including units of the National Park Service and Region 1

and 4, were first established in 1961. Cooperation with State

authorities was always a prerequisite of effective fire protection

and management. Plus, the Johnson Flying Service of Missoula,

Montana, had a long and close relationship with the Northern

Region in fire protection and rescue. 13

Cooperation began very early in the region and improved as the

years passed. A general functional inspection of fire control on

the Kootenai National Forest in 1959 indicated cooperation by

forest rangers with the state forester’s office in monitoring

questionable practices by small sawmill operators located on

adjoining private lands. On the Kootenai, fire protection was

particularly difficult because of 516,886 acres of alienated land

inside the fire protection boundaries. 14
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. Forest Plan: Final Environmental Impact Statement. September 1987.

Parts I–VIII.

. Forest Plan: Appendices to the EIS. September 1987. Parts A–C.

. Forest Plan: Record of Decision. September 1987.

36 pp.

Flathead National Forest, Kalispell, MT. Forest Plan. December 1985. Parts I–VII. Appendi

CCs.

. Environmental Impact Statement: Summary. 28 pp., tables.

Gallatin National Forest, Bozeman, MT. Nelson, Thomas C. “The Evolution of National Forest

Planning.” Forest Planning 1 (April 1980):13–14; USDA Forest Service, Northern Region.

Helena National Forest, Helena, MT. Forest Plan. April 1986. Parts I–VI, Appendices.

. Forest Plan: Final Environmental Impact Statement. April 1986.

Parts I–VII.

. Forest Plan: EIS, Appendices A,B,C. April 1986. Parts A–C.

Idaho Panhandle National Forests, Coeur d'Alene, ID. Overview, Forest Plan. 1987. pp. 1–22.

. Forest Plan. August 1987. Parts I–V.

. Forest Plan: Final Environmental Impact Statement. August 1987.

Parts I–VIII.

. Forest Plan: Final EIS, Addendum to Appendices A, B, and C. Parts A–C.

. Forest Plan: Record of Decision. 1987. pp. 1–50.

Kootenai National Forest, Libby, MT. Forest Plan. Vol. I. September 1987. Parts I–VI.

. Forest Plan. Vol. II. Appendices.

. Forest Plan: Final Environmental Impact Statement. I. 1987. Parts I–IV.

. Forest Plan: Final Environmental Impact Statement. II. 1987.

Parts I–VI.

. Forest Plan: Public Comments and Forest Service Response. 1987. 2 vols.

Lolo National Forest, Missoula, MT. Plan. February 1986. Parts I–VI.

. Final Environmental Impact Statement. February 1986. Parts I–VI.

. Final Environmental Impact Statement: Appendices. February 1986.

Parts A–C.

Nez Perce National Forest, Grangeville, ID. Forest Plan. October 1987. Parts I–VII,

Appendices.

. Final Environmental Impact Statement. October 1987. Parts I–VI.

. Final Environmental Impact Statement: Appendices. October 1987.

Parts A–D.

Research reports of the Northern Rocky Mountain Forest and Range

Experiment Station and the Intermountain Forest and Range Experi

ment Station are many and diverse and also are useful historical

documents.
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Correspondence and Memoranda From Retirees

In response to a letter requesting anecdotes and information that was

sent to Region 1 retirees, a considerable volume of interesting and

informative personal history was received. Much of this has been

incorporated in the history. Respondents included the following:

Amsbaugh, Byron C. Redding, CA

Alt, Bernard W. Kalispell, MT

Arvish Andrew J. Orofino, ID

Beebe, John D. Hayden Lake, ID

Bennett, Jack Missoula, MT

Bingham, Richard T. Moscow, ID

Blackmer, Fred Missoula, MT

Blessing, Mildred (Cheney) Federal Way, WA

Bruesch, L.D. Missoula, MT

Cheyney, Hugh R. Des Moines, WA

Collins, John G. Missoula, MT

Cowles, Floyd R. Portland, OR

Evanko, Anthony B. Missoula, MT

Fallis, Willard R. (Bill) Frenchtown, MT

Farbo, Thomas P. Orofino, ID

Frayer, Hume Jefferson, OH

Gillam, Bertha C. Salt Lake City, UT

Green, Geoffrey E. Great Falls, MT

Gutkoski, Joe Bozeman, MT

Hahn, Walter R. Superior,MT

Hardy, Charles E. (Mike) Missoula, MT

Harper, Mrs. James M. Missoula, MT

Hoeger, Virginia Gallatin Gateway, MT

Hunter, Ray D. Victor, MT

Johnson, Maurice R. Kalispell, MT

Jorgensen, Rolf B. Coeur d'Alene, ID

Karr, Ray Missoula, MT

Lockhart, Russell E. St. Ignatius, MT

Milodragovich, Robert Missoula, MT

Miner, Ra Libby, MT

Navratil, Ted Sandpoint, ID

Nelson, Junia Benedict Kalispell, MT

Norman, Kenneth P. Redding, CA

Nousanen, Anne D. Hamilton, MT

Odell, Charlie Camp Crook, SD

Peterson, Neil O. Sheridan, MT

Peterson, Walter S. Kalispell, MT

Powell, L.M. Hamilton, MT

Rahm, Neal Missoula, MT

Robe, H.O. Las Vegas, NV

Rowland, Harvey C. Butte, MT

Sampert, L.R. Coeur d'Alene, ID

Sandberg, Victor O. Sun City, AZ

Sharp, Bill Bozeman, MT

Sievers, Edwin R. Polson, MT

Sinclair, Clarence S. Coeur d'Alene, ID

Slusher, Edward M. Rockport, TX

Smart, Robert A. Colville, WA

Smith, Larry Sandpoint, ID

Snyder, Nathan Seeley Lake, MT

Space, Ralph S. Orofino, ID

Stern, Jerry Sagle, ID

Stewart, F.K. Missoula, MT

Stiger, Everett M. “Sonny” Wolf Creek, MT

Swift, Bernie A. Hamilton, MT

Van Gieson, Bayard R. (Bob) Missoula, MT

Viche, Henry J. Missoula, MT

Weatherstrom, Carl Missoula, MT

Welton, Howard Coeur d'Alene, ID

West, Raymond M. Portland, OR

White, Eric P. Helena, MT

Williams, Donald V. Chino Valley, AZ

Williamson, Lester M. Post Falls, ID

Wilson, Mary Lou (Hamblet) Coeur d'Alene, ID
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Secondary Sources

Oral History Interviews

Interviews were conducted with a number of both active and retired

Northern Region foresters and interested parties. They included:

Beaman, Dallas W. (Bill) Hoverson,Robert

Beck, Barbara McKenzie, Ellen

Blake, Clyde McLean, Gary

Clark, Wilson F. McLeod, C. Milo

Davis, Dan Milodragovich, John

Dawson, L.H. Milodragovich, Robert R.

Denne, John Morgan, Robert

Emerson, John Purcell, Neal (Pete)

Espinosa, Al Raddon, Charles H.

Finch, Thomas Robinson, Johnny

Giannettino, Susan Roenke, Karl

Gibson, Robert Ruediger, Bill

Hansen, Ronald Salinas, Joe

Hardy, Charles E. (Mike) Salomonsen, Frank

Hawkins, Gordon, Sr. Sims, Cort

Hearst, Loren Space, Ralph S.

Heid, Jim revey, Fred

Helseth, Carter Viche, Henry J.

Holland,Tom Warren, Nan

Kovalicky, Tom Wetterstrom, Carl W.

Many of the national forests in Region 1 have narrative histories of

the forests, written by persons who previously spent most or all of

their active careers within the region. A number of these have been

published by the forest, the region, or on occasion by private presses

or individuals. Some of these history manuscripts have not been

published, but instead are retained as part of the historical record of

the forest or Region. Prominent published histories of specific forests

include: Ralph Space, The Clearwater Story (1964); Charlie Shaw,

The Flathead Story (1967); Wilson F. Clark, A General History of

the Custer National Forest (1982); and Albert N. Cochrell, History

of the Nez Perce National Forest (rev. 1970).

Unpublished histories available in the Regional Office include: Bettie

Doetch, “History of the Kootenai National Forest,” and Lewis

Hawkes, “History of the Gallatin National Forest,” (1988). There are

brief manuscript histories of many of the forests, ranger districts, and

ranger Stations.

Books that have been published by private persons or presses within

the geographical region and that bear directly on the history of the

Northern Region include: Clyde P. Fickes, Recollections (1972);

Elers Koch, Forty Years a Forester (n.d.); Elers Koch, ed., When

the Mountains Roared: Stories of the 1910 Fire (n.d.); Kenneth D.

Swan, Splendid Was the Trail (1968); Robert C. Gildert,

Montana's Early Day Rangers (1985); Stan Cohen and Don Miller,

The Big Burn: The Northwest’s Fire of 1910 (1983); Stan Cohen,

Smokejumpers (1983); and Neal Parsell, Major Fenn’s Country

(n.d.).

A selected list of some of the more significant secondary resources

and historical narratives relating to the Northern Region are listed

below:
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Koch, Elers. When the Mountains Roared: Stories of the 1910 Fire. Coeur d'Alene, ID:

USDA Forest Service, Coeur d'Alene National Forest, 1942. 39 pp.

Kresek, Ray E. Fire Lookouts of the Northwest. Fairfield, WA: Ye Galleon Press, 1984.

412 pp.

Lamar, Howard Roberts. Dakota Territory, 1861–1889: A Study of Frontier Politics. New

Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1956.

Lavender, David. Westward Vision: The Story of the Oregon Trail. New York: McGraw

Hill, 1963.

LeMaster, Dennis C. Decade of Change: The Remaking of Forest Service Statutory Authority

During the 1970s. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1984.

Lowie, Robert H. Indians of the Plains. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1954.

. The Crow Indians. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1935.

McLeod, C. Milo, and Melton, Douglas. The Prehistory of the Lolo and Bitterroot National

Forests: An Overview. Missoula, MT: USDA Forest Service, Region 1, 1986. 51 pp.

Madsen, Brigham D. The Northern Shoshoni. Caldwell, ID: Caxton Printers, 1980.

Malone, Michael P., and Roeder, Richard B. Montana: A History of Two Centuries. Seattle:

University of Washington Press, 1976.

Martin, Albro. James.J. Hill and the Opening of the Northwest. New York: Oxford University

Press, 1976.

Meinig, D.W. The Great Columbia Plain: A Historical Geography, 1805–1910. Seattle:

University of Washington Press, 1968.

Messelt, Tom. A Layman and Wildlife. n.p.: 1971. 73 pp.

Morgan, George T., Jr. William B. Greeley: A Practical Forester, 1879–1955. St. Paul, MN:

Forest History Society, 1961.

Nash, Roderick. Wilderness and the American Mind. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,

1967.

Nelson, Bruce. Land of the Dakotas. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1946.

Oakley, Robert D. The Philipsburg Story: A History of the Philipsburg Ranger District,

1905–1980. Missoula, MT. USDA Forest Service, Region 1, Deerlodge National Forest, August

1981. 228 pp.

Ogden, Gerald R., ed. The United States Forest Service: A Historical Bibliography, 1876–

1972. Santa Cruz, CA: Forest History Society, 1973.

Oglesby, Richard Edward. Manuel Lisa and the Opening of the Missouri Fur Trade.

Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963.

Otis, Aleson T.; Honey, William D.; Hogg, Thomas C.; and Lakin, Kimberly K. The Forest

Service and the Civilian Conservation Corps: 1933–1942. USDA Forest Service, FS—395.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1986.219 pp.

Parker, Watson. Deadwood: The Golden Years. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981.

Paul, Rodman Wilson. Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848–1880. New York: Holt,

Rinehart, and Winston, 1963.

Peters, William Stanley, and Johnson, Maxine C. Public Lands in Montana: Their History and

Current Significance. Montana State University, Bureau of Business and Economic Research,

Regional Study No. 10. Missoula, MT, 1959. 69 pp.

Pinchot, Gifford. Breaking New Ground. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947;

Reprinted by Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1972. 552 pp.

Pomeroy, Earl S. The Pacific Slope: A History of California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho,

Utah and Nevada. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965. 412 pp.

Reese, Rick; Graetz, Rick, Aitchison, Stewart; Alt, Dave; and Phillips, Wayne. Montana's

Mountain Ranges. Helena: Montana Magazine, 1981.
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Reynolds, Robert V., and Pierson, Albert H. Lumber Cut of the United States, 1870–1920:

Declining Production and High Prices as Related to Forest Exhaustion. U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Bulletin No. 1119. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1923.

63 pp.

Riegel, Robert E. The Story of the Western Railroads. New York: Macmillan, 1926. 208 pp.

Robbins, Roy M. Our Landed Heritage: The Public Domain, 1776–1936. Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 1942; Reprinted, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1962.

450 pp.

Roberts, Paul H. Hoof Prints on Forest Ranges: The Early Years of National Forest Range

Administration. San Antonio, TX: Naylor Press, 1963. 151 pp.

Robinson, Elwyn B. History of North Dakota. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966.

Robinson, Glen O. The Forest Service: A Study in Public Land Management. Baltimore,

MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975. 368 pp.

Ronda, James P. Lewis and Clark Among the Indians. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,

1984.

Roth, Dennis M. The Wilderness Movement and the National Forests. College Station, TX:

Intaglio Press, 1988. 92 pp.

Schell, Herbert S. History of South Dakota. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1975.

Shaw, Charlie. The Flathead Story. Kalispell, MT. USDA Forest Service, Flathead National

Forest, 1967. 145 pp.

Smith, Duane A. Rocky Mountain Mining Camps: The Urban Frontier. Bloomington:

Indiana University Press, 1967.

Smith, Steve. Fly the Biggest Piece Back. Missoula, MT: Mountain Press, 1979. 278 pp.

£ Ralph S. The Clearwater Story: A History of the Clearwater National Forest.

issoula, MT. USDA Forest Service, Northern Region, 1964. 163 pp.

Spence, Clark C. Montana: A History. New York: W.W. Norton, 1976.

Steen, Harold K. The Forest Service. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1976.

Strong, Clarence C., and Webb, Clyde S. White Pine: King of Many Waters. Missoula, MT:

Mountain Press, 1970. 212 pp.

Sunder, John E. The Fur Trade on the Upper Missouri, 1840-1865. Noman: University of

Oklahoma Press, 1965.

Swan, Kenneth D. Splendid Was the Trail. Missoula, MT. Mountain Press, 1968. 170 pp.

Thompson, Larry S. Montana's Explorers: The Pioneer Naturalists. Helena: Montana

Magazine, 1985.

Trenholm, Virginia Cole, and Carly, Maurine. The Shoshonis: Sentinels of the Rockies.

Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964.

Turney-High, Harry Holbert. Ethnography of the Kootenai. Menasha, WI: American

Anthropological Association, 1941.

Twaites, Reuben Gold, ed. Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1804–

1806. New York: Antiquarian Press, 1959.

U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Western Range: Letter from the Secretary of Agricul

ture Transmitting in Response to Senate Resolution No. 289, A Report on the Western

Range A Great but Neglected Natural Resource. Senate Doc. 199, 74th Cong., 2nd. Sess.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1936. 620 pp.

Walker, Deward E., Jr. Indians of Idaho. Moscow: University of Idaho Press, 1978.

Webb, Walter Prescott. The Great Plains. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1931.

Widner, Ralph R. Forests and Forestry in the American States. Washington, D.C.: Associa

tion of State Foresters, 1968. 255 pp.

Winther, Oscar Osbum. The Great Northwest: A History. New York: Knopf, 1950.
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Wishart, David J. The Fur Trade of the American West, 1807–1840: A Geographical

Synthesis. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979.

Wood, Nancy. Clearcut: The Deforestation of America. San Francisco: Sierra Club, 1971.

151 pp.

Wood, John V. Railroads Through the Coeur d'Alenes. Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers,

1983. 195 pp.

Articles

The major journals for articles relating to forest history in the Northern

Region include Forest History, Journal of Forestry, American Forestry,

The Timberman, Journal of Range Management, North Dakota His

tory, and Montana, Magazine of Western History. Selected articles

from these and Other Sources are listed below.

Benedict, Warren V. “The Fight Against Blister Rust: A Personal Memoir,” Forest History 17

(October 1973):21–28.

Billings, C.L.; Rettig, E.C.; Baggs, John T.; and Rapraeger, E.F. “Forest Management by Potlatch

Forests, Inc., with Special Reference to Clearwater County, Idaho,” Journal of Forestry 40 (May

1942):364–70.

Blackorby, Edward C. “Theodore Roosevelt's Conservation Policies and Their Impact upon

America and the American West,” North Dakota History 25 (Oct. 1958):107–17.

Champ, F.P. “National Parks and National Forests in Relation to the

Development of the Western States,” Proceedings of the American Forestry

Association (1941), pp. 11–22.

Chapman, Herman Haupt. “The Case of the Public Range,” American Forests 54 (February

1948):56–60, 92–93; 54 (March 1948):116–18, 136, 138–39.

DeVoto, Bernard. “The Smokejumpers,” Harper's 203 (Nov. 1951):54—61.

Dutton, W.L. “History of Forest Service Grazing Fees,” Journal of Range Management 6 (Nov.

1953):393–98.

Dyche, William K. “Log Drive on the Clearwater,” Forest History 5 (Fall 1961):2–12.

Elgin, Max. “Girard, A Timberfaring Man of the Mountains,” American Forests and Forest Life

30 (Jan. 1924):34–35, 51–52.

Girard, James W. “Forest Service Stumpage Appraisals,” Journal of Forestry 15 (Oct.

1917):708–25.

Gisborne, Harry T. “Principles of Measuring Forest Fire Danger,” Journal of Forestry 34

(Aug. 1936):786–93.

Godwin, David P. “The Evolution of Fire-Fighting Equipment,” American Forests 45

(Apr. 1939).205–07.

Hidy, Ralph. “Lumbermen in Idaho: A Study in Adaptation to Change in Environment,” Idaho

Yesterdays 6 (Winter 1962):2–17.

Hutchinson, S. Blair. “A Century of Lumbering in Northern Idaho,” The Timberman 39

(Aug. 1938):30.

Loveridge, Earl W. “The Fire Suppression Policy of the U.S. Forest Service,” Journal of Forestry

42 (Aug. 1944):549–554.
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